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ABSTRACT 
A Replacement Consideration in Conductor 
Economics (August 1977) 
Orlando Antonio Ciniglio Manzzo, B. S. , 
Louisiana State University 
Chairman of Advisory Committee: Prof. John S. Denison 
This thesis deals with the subject of conductor 
economics. Its uniqueness is based upon the introduction 
and determination of replacements as a means of obtaining 
minimum investment and operating costs, 
A computer program is designed in order to imple- 
ment this idea. Major emphasis is placed upon allowing 
for the inclusion into the program of any reasonable 
changes in the characterization of the model. 
Results covering a wide range of operating and 
initial conditions are presented. Finally, a method 
which deals with bundled and mixed conductor installation 
is developed. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
SYMBOL 
AI: 
APE: 
ACL(K, I): 
CCOND: 
CINST: 
CK: 
CRF: 
CVALUE(K): 
Interest rate. 
Amortization period. 
Annual cost of losses. 
Cost of conductor ($/lbs) 
Cost to install (conductor) ($/lbs) 
Growth rate of current. 
Capital recovery factor 
Proportionality factor for salvage value 
of conductor K. 
FINM IN ( I ): Cost of the best installation for I years. (Salvage value of the last conductor for 
that installation is not included. 
N: 
NCON: 
NN(M, I) 
Number of years under study. 
Number of conductors in study. 
Most economic conductor for years M to I. 
NNL(KNCDTS, 
NFINAL): 
Denotes optimum number of years in first 
period for an installation of KNCDTS 
conductors, in time and a total of 
KFINAL years. 
PAC (K, I): 
PACCRF (K, I ): 
Annual investment cost of conductor K. 
Annual investment cost of conductor K 
excluding taxes, insurance, operations 
and maintenance. 
PACO(NCDTS, I): Annuities paid on initial investment of 
conductor being replaced. 
PW (K, I) Present worth of annual cost of conductor 
K at year I. 
REMOVE(K, I): 
SHAPE: 
SPPWF: 
TMIN(NFINAL): 
Cost to remove conductor K at year I. 
Parameter of salvage value equation 
Discounting factor. 
Total cost of an installation for NFINAL years with one replacement at year I. 
TPW(K, I) Present worth of total annuities on 
conductor K up to year I. 
TPWWSA (K, I ): As previous term but including net 
salvage value. 
USPWF: Discounting factor for end-of-period 
payments. 
VALUE(K, I): Salvage value of conductor K after I 
years of use. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
With the rising costs of oil and its by-products, 
methods for more efficient energy production, trans- 
mission and utilization are being developed. As an 
attempt to contribute to this trend, this thesis deals 
with the transmission part of the problem, more pre- 
cisely with the always present problem of economic 
conductor sizing. 
A computer program is developed that yields the 
best strategy to follow in electric line conductor 
selection and replacement schedule so that optimum 
conductor utilization, from an economic viewpoint, 
over a long period of time will be achieved. 
Flexibility is maintained by permitting the user 
to select the parameters such as conductor cost, 1 
2 inflation rate, interest rate, load growth rate, 
3, 4 depreciation method, ' salvage value evaluation and 
some others that will best fit his own system condi- 
tions. 
Previous work has been done on optimum conductor 
sizing for a uniformly distributed type of load. 3, 5, 6 
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Although consideration has been given to load growth 
6, 7, 8 effects ' ' the study of replacement feasibility under 
these conditions has been ignored. 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate this 
latter subject and its effects in optimum conductor 
selection for installation and replacement schedules in 
the long run. 
Decisions over which scheme to adopt are based 
primarily on the magnitude of the difference in total 
costs. In general, storage facilities, variance of eco- 
nomic and physical factors and a good engineering judge- 
ment will dictate the policy to follow. It is suggested 
for whatever policy being adopted to realize a new study 
just before the new replacement is due so that possible 
changes in original assumptions may be included. 
An approach to the problem of conductor sizing and 
replacements by means of dynamic programming is stated. 
The equations necessary in order to follow the logic of 
the solution are listed with their explanations. Although 
this method presents a general function to be optimized, 
its actual implementation may not necessarily follow all 
the described steps. In this thesis, the solution pre- 
sented has been arbitrarily chosen, in as far as DP 
(Dynamic Programming) is concerned. Even when some 
basic ideas coincide, explicit application of DP tech- 
niques were not considered at the time the program was 
created. 
The method of solution is described qualitatively 
first and then quantitatively by following the steps 
prescribed by the program. Results representative of 
typical case studies are included. These cover varia- 
tions in salvage value modeling and their effects on 
replacement policy. Some of the other cases presented 
deal with specific conditions imposed by inflationary 
and interest rates. 
A simple but straight forward approach to bundling 
and mixed replacements, that is, single conductors 
replaced by bundled installations is enclosed. Consi- 
deration is given to the very usual case where the con- 
ductor installation is already in service. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This thesis does not constitute the only contri- 
bution to the subject of conductor economics. It would not 
be likely, that man would constantly look for new and 
better ways of producing energy and yet take no action 
in improving, technically or economically the ways of 
transmitting it. Although there has been some sugges- 
tions ' on how to approach the problem of optimum con- 7, 9 
ductor replacement, no effective implementation of this 
method is currently available. Some of the other work 
pertains to economic sizing as related to distribution 
loading, varying load and other factors which will next 
be discussed. 
Kelvin's Law 
Stated simply it defines the most economic size of 
conductor as the one which results in annual waste- 
energy costs equal to annual investment costs. This 
defines a situation where investment costs are directly 
proportional to the area of the conductor, and the energy 
costs are inversely proportional to it. This case can 
be simply approximated by an equation of the form pre- 
sented in the Appendix. Basically, this type of pro- 
cedure was used fcr conductor sizing type of problems 
during the first half of this century. When more realis- 
tic conditions like distributed loads, time varying loads, 
conductor costs as a function of the design of support- 
ing structures, future replacements and some other 9 
factors are taken into consideration, the problem of 
optimum conductor sizing becomes much more complex than 
a simple Kelvin's Law problem. 
Conductor Sizin for a Distributed Load 
It usually happens that the load in a distribution 
line is not constant throughout its length, but systema- 
tically decreases as it reaches to its end, that is for 
5 a radial type of distribution line. A paper dealing 
with the subject of conductor sizing, for long radials 
with evenly distributed loads, presented the use of 
combinations of different conductor sizes along the 
length of the line as a mean to minimize losses. It 
was proven that the use of three specific sizes in a 
combination is more economical than the use of only 
one or two sizes for a typical radial installation. 
The paper omitted different annual costs due to possible 
variation in hardware costs for each of the conductors 
treated. Even if the final cost of the combination 
turned out to be the most economical, it is clear from 
some of the graphs presented in that paper that the 
difference in total costs if only the larger conductor 
were used were not of considerable magnitude. The use 
of conductor combinations find its application primarily 
in radial and uniformly distributed lines. This method 
arises from the fact that generally in radial distri- 
bution lines, the use of only one optimum conductor 
along the line may result in a conductor that is too 
small at the sending end and too large at the remote 
end. 
This situation may result from the use of a correc- 
tion factor to account for the degree of distributed 4 
loading. Even if this were the case, the use of only 
one conductor would 'be justified as long as the current 
will not exceed the carrying capacity of the conductor. 
Anyhow, most of today's systems are interconnected and 
such a severe variation between two extremes of a line 
is almost rare. With this assumption, the program de- 
veloped in this thesis ignores this condition (radial 
distributed loads), altogether. Nevertheless, provi- 
sions for incorporating the use of a correction factor 
have been made. 
Time Var in Load Without Re lacements 
In the past a conductor was selected that would 
safely handle the load with some safety factor. Load 
6 growth was seldom considered. A paper which considers 
the effects of load growth and the effects of the time 
value of money on economic conductor sizing is available 
in the literature. It presented in a straight forward 
manner and by direct application of Kelvin's Law a way 
to solve the problem of conductor optimization. The 
three major subdivisions of the total cost of this kind 
of installation, the demand cost, the energy cost, and 
the so-called fixed charges are thoroughly explained in 
the referred paper. Although it presents an analytical 
solution to the problem of conductor sizing with vary- 
ing load, it completely avoids the introduction of re- 
placements as a mean for diminishing revenue require- 
ments. 
The literature available on the subject of con- 
ductor economics is not very profuse. Nost of the work 
done deals with direct application of Kelvin's Law and 
a few comments on replacement economics. 
CHAPTER III 
STATEMENT AND SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
An A roach b DP (Dynamic Pro ramming) 
The purpose of dynamic programming is to optimize 
a criterion function subject to constraints. 
The dynamic programming problem is defined in terms 
of five entities: the state, the stage, the decision 10 
space, the transformation function and the criterion 
function. The state is specified by the set of para- 
meters necessary to make the current and all future deci- 
sions. A stage exists every time a decision is to be 
made. The decision space is the space of all possible 
decision variables. It may be a function, as it is in 
our case, of the system at any stage. The transforma- 
tion function relates the new state to the old one. 
Finally, the criterion function which expresses the per- 
formance of the system, the total cost of the different 
alternatives in our case and is a function of all the 
decisions made and the initial stage. 
Let rN denote the total cost of certain conductor 
installation 
r = EC(D )+FC(D )+ D D 
-1 F D -l 
1 
6(D -D ) n n-1 0 
if D -D P 0 n n-1 
Otherwise. 
Dl 
D2 
D 
n 
The vector D represents the vector of decision 
variables made in every stage of the study. specifi- 
cally D. represents the conductor in the line at year 1 
i. EC (D ) is the present worth of annual energy and n 
demand costs if conductor D were in service that year. n 
FC(D ) is the present worth of fixed charges correspond- n 
ing to conductor D 
n 
F (D 1) represents the present n-  
worth of the unamortized investment of conductor D n-1 
on the line at the time (n-1) minus the net salvage 
value of the same conductor. The problem is to find 
the optimum rN or what is the same the optimum vector 
of decision variables that will optimize the criterion 
function. 
In the so called forward multistage analysis, 11 
the study starts at year 1, with a given initial stage 
X and through a series of transformations usually depen- 0 
dent on the decision variables and input states it 
finally terminates at state XN. Figure 1 shows the 
corresponding flow diagrams. 
10 
Figure 1. Forward Multistage System 
The tl, . . . tN terms which represent the transfor- 
m)ltions, merely define the relationship between input 
and output. They express each component of the output 
state as a function of the input state and the decision 
variable, Y-t(X, D) . Where X denotes the input and D the 
decision variable. 
A serial multistage system consist of a set of 
stages joined together in a series so that the output 
of one becomes the input of the next. The transforma- 
tion t at each stage is a function of the input to the 
stage and the decision variable. In a graphical sense 
this may be represented by: 
Dl N n+1 N 
X Xl X 1 
X 
n +1 n+1 n N N 
X X X 
n  
Yl Y n+1 N 
Figure 2. Multistage Decision System 
For the n-stage system the transformation is: 
X = t (D, X 1) (4) 
The r] r2 . . r terms represent the cost incurred by 
choosing certain decision variables at stages 1, 2, . . . N. 
Clearly each one of them is a function of the input, out- 
put and decision variable at a particular stage. 
r = r(Xp X1D ) 
but since X = t(X&, D) 
r = r(X, D) 
This states that the independent variables affect- 
ing the stage cost are X and D since these two uniquely 
specify the output. 
The stage cost is defined by: 
r =r (X 1, D ) 
From the transformations, it follows that X 1 depends n — 
only on the decisions made prior to and including stage 
n 1, (Dl D2, . . . D 1) and XD. Or, n-  
X = t (X, D ) = t (t (X, D )D ) n-1 n-1 n-2' n-1 n-1 n-2 n-3' n-2 n — 1 
t (X sD zD ) = t (t (X rD )r n-1 n-2' n-2' n-1 n-1 n — 3 n-4' n-3 D, D ) n-2' n-1 (9) 
t 1(X 4, D 3, Dn 2, D 1) t. (XP, D1~D2 . . . D 1) 
Combining equation (9) with the cost function, it 
follows that the cost of stage n depends only on the 
decisions (Dl, D2 . '. . D 1) and X&. That is, 
r 
n 
r 
n 
' 
= ' '" '"O 1' 2 ' -1' ' (1O) 
(X() Dl JD2 D ) 
12 
From which we can deduce, that D affects the cost from n 
stages n to N only. 
It is suggested to think of the decision variables 
as the conductor being chosen at each stage. The sequen- 
tial order or the stages forces the decisions to be 
determined as functions of what came before. The state 
variables, X, are introduced in order to summarize 
these decisions. The criterion function to be minimized 
will be formed by the total present worth of the dis- 
tinct stages. 
The total cost R from stages one through N is 
some function of the individual stage costs. 
R (XD, XI, . . . X I~DI, D2, D ) = g(rl(XD, DI) ~ 
2( 1' 2 ' N N — 1' N 
But from previous equations we found that (Xl, X2, 
XN ]) can be eliminated from the individual state 
costs and consequently from total cost. Eqt. 6 s 7. 
(11) 
E (XD, DI, D2, . . . D ) = g(rl(XD, DI) ~r2(X0, DI, D2), (12) 
N 0' 1' 2' N 
The N-stage minimization problem becomes then that of 
minizing the total cost R over the decision variables 
(D] D2 DN), thus finding the optimal cost as a 
function of the initial state x . The vector of deci- 0' 
sion variables, (Dl D2 . . DN), represents the conduc- 
13 
tor scheduled to be used in each particular year i. 
Denote F (X0) as the minimum N-stage cost. 
Subject to X = t (D , X 1) y n N' n — 1 
min 
F (X) = ~ y 1' N 
min 
1' N 
[ r] (X0, D1), r2(X0, D2), 
a 
r (X, D )+r (Xl, D2)+ 
(13) 
min 
N 0 D, D 1' n [ r (X, D )+r (X, D, D2)+ 
r ( X 0 f D 1 g D 2 g D ) 
(14) 
Equations 13 and 14 represent the criterion function. 
In its present form, it would mean solving one optimiza- 
tion problem, in which decisions are interdependent. 
An easier way of dealing with this problem is to decom- 
pose it into N (number of decision variables) subpro- 
blems. Individual solutions are then combined to obtain 
the solution to the original problem. Note that in: 
min 
N 0 D D 1' N [ 1 0' 1 2 1' 2 
N N-1' N 
(15) 
1) The first stage does not depend on D2, D3, . . . DN. 
2) For arbitrary real-valued functions hl(ul) and 
h2(ui~u2) 
min 
Ul U2 
min 
Ul [ 
min( 
hl (U)+[h2(UU2) U2 
(16) 
Then, 
min f (X ) = r (X , D ) + 
1 
(17) 
min 
r2(X , D )+ . . . + r (X , D ) 2' N 
subject to X. = t (D, X. ) h n n' n-1 
From the definition of F (XO) it follows that 
min 
FN 1(XI) =D D 2(XI, D2) + . ' + N(X 1 ~D ) (18) 2' N 
Which represents the stage costs from the second stage 
up to stage N, for a total of N-1 stages. Where now, 
X is the initial state. It then follows from eqt. 17, 
min 
F (XO) = [ rl(XO Dl) +FN 1(X1) 1 
(19) 
min 
Dl 
Define 
Ql(XO rD1)= rl (XO ~D1)+F I (tl (XO, D1) ) (20) 
Determining FN(XO), and Dl=D1 optimum, given FN I(XI) 
is simply a one stage initial state optimization problem 
with state variable XO, decision variable Dl and cost Ql, 
15 
that is, 
min f 
F (XD) [Ql (X D ) 1 (21) 
At this point the original N-stage problem is 
divided into two smaller problems 
min 
1) F (X )= r2(X , D )t . . . + 2' N 
N N-1' N 
min min I' 
2) F (X0)= Ql (XD, D1) = [ 1(XD, D1) + 
(22) 
(23) 
By treating FN-1 Xl and then FN-2(X2 
F (X ) the same way as F (X ), the original problem 
is decomposed into N-one stage optimization problems. 
Figure 3. , shows graphically how the problem is 
divided into N stages before being solved. 
0 
0 1 2 
2 3 
N-1 
N-2 
N-3 
( N 
, N 
N 
N -l~ 
N N-3 N-2 N-1 
N-1 1 
Figure 3. Single Stage Representation 
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Starting with the N stage, the solution is obtained 
by backwards substitution. Note that D does not affect 
the cost for stages less than N. 
Although the problem is theoretically solvable at 
this point, application of these relations to the real 
problem may be done in several different ways and gener- 
ally depending on the nature of the problem itself. In 
general, the stages, states and transformations may not 
be in the original problem. They would have to be con- 
structed as to make the recursive solution of the prob- 
lem possible. This is why, DP is more considered an 
approach than an algorithm. 10 
As previously stated in the introduction, a direct 
application of dynamic programming to the solution of 
this problem has been avoided. Nevertheless, the method 
of solution divides the complex multistage problem into 
many single stage problems in the same manner as it is 
done in dynamic programming. 
Minimization is first done over all possible conduc- 
tors in similar periods of time and then over adequate 
time intervals. 
This procedure yields the desired optimum conductor 
and replacement years. An explana, tion of these ideas 
are presented in more detail in the following sections. 
17 
Method of Solution 
Due to the large amount of calculations involved in 
the search for the optimum replacement policy, the use 
of a computer program plays an important role in the 
development of this thesis. The program is wri tten in 
the Fortran IV language and is designed to fit almost any 
requirement from the user. 
A Statement and Solution of the Problem. 
As in most engineering economic studies both the 
first cost and the operating cost are functions of the 
same design variable, in this case the area of the con- 
ductor. The first cost increasing directly with the 
area and the operating cost inversely. 
In the study of conductor economics, the function 
to be minimized is composed of three major components: 
annual investment cost, annual energy cost and annual 
demand cost. The first component also known as the fixed 
charges component of the total annual cost, will consist 
generally of: 
l. Interest on Money 
2. Repayment or amortization 
3. Operation, maintenance and other costs 
4. Taxes 
5. Insurance and Casualties 
6. Replacement 
18 
The interest should be representative of the cost 
of new money. Or that amount required to bring new 
capital to the utility. 
Generally if the single conductor optimization study 
is to be done, the period of years over which the costs 
are evaluated should be the physical life of the line. 
All costs are then considered over the same period giving 
a fully amortized line at the end of the period. In the 
case of future replacements, usually the new installation 
takes place before the estimated life of the first con- 
ductor is over. In this case even if the first conduc- 
tor has not been fully amortized, it has a certain sal- 
vage value which can be subtracted from the cost of the 
new installation. Annuities on the investment of the 
old installation remain to be paid for the rest of its 
assumed life. Practically this may be done by convert- 
ing the resulting series of annuities into a single lump 
sum at the time of replacement. 
Operating and maintenance costs are generally com- 
posed of: 
a) Material Cost: Cost of material required for 
operation and maj, ptenance, cost of handling and storing 
of this material, taxes resulting from . procurement of 
these materials and cost of purchasing, inspecting and 
accounting for materials. 
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b) Labor Cost: Should include direct payroll, 
cost, provisions for vacations, sickness and so forth, 
tools and work equipment. 
c) Other Costs: Power and energy for driving 
equipment, crop damage, tree trimming, etc. 
Taxes, insurance and casualty are also expressed as 
a percentage of the installed cost. 
The replacement factor which accounts for certain 
adjustments necessary whenever a replacement is made. 
For example, after a conductor has been replaced for 
another one, the fixed charges will consist now of those 
of the new conductor plus those on the old one, but only 
due to the recovery of capital. Omitting the tax, insur- 
ance, operation and maintenance components. 
The second component of the annual cost equation 
is the energy charge, which is just the cost of the kwhr- 
losses in the line each year. It is made up of the pro- 
duct of the cost per Kwhr produced, times the number of 
hours in a period (year), times the yearly peak load, 
times the loss factor. Where the last term is defined 
as the ratio of kilowatt hours of loss during a period 
over the hours in a period times the peak loss in kilo- 
watts. In the expression for the energy cost, (see 
Appendix) the current represents the yearly peak current. 
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The last component, the demand charge, is the cost 
which is incurred to maintain sufficient system capacity 
2 to supply the I R losses. It is defined also as the 
annual cost of the extra investment in equipment needed 
to supply these kwhr-losses. In calculating the demand 
charge there should be a kw of installed capacity in 
order to produce it. In recent years this idea has been 
subjected to further study since it has been noted that 
one added kw of load or of loss at a time of system peak 
cannot even be observed on recording instruments. There- 
fore, it can neither affect reported peak loads nor any 
schedule of capacity installations. This last state- 
ment raises the question: How large must this incremen- 
tal load be in order to result in recognizable incre- 
mental carrying charges? Obviously a line must be 
drawn somewhere, or one could argue that the company's 
total load could be supplied without incurring in any 
carrying charges at all. Whichever of: the two state- 
ments is correct, it is of no consequence to this work. 
What is presented here is a method of solution, and the 
values assigned to the variables are chosen according 
to the criterion of the user. 
The basic case involves calculation of the cost of 
demand and energy components every year. Investment cost, 
also known as fixed charges remains more or less constant 
througnout the life of the conductor. If the economic 
choice is done based on the minimum revenue requirement 
method, it is necessary to refer all annual costs to 
present worth, add them up and find the constant-annuity 
that would represent these requirements. It is clear 
that if this is to be done, the life of the project must 
be known beforehand. The program is designed to make 
economic comparisons based upon total present worth 
values rather than utilizing the levelized sums of the 
minimum revenue requirement or the annual cost method. 
In the more complicated cases, where replacements 
are introduced it is necessary to determine in what years 
to make the replacements and what conductors to use. A 
qualitative description of the program is presented next. 
The single or basic case is solved first. In this 
case the most economical conductor for a given number of 
years is found. As stated earlier, the load is allowed 
to vary in all the years under study. The time scale is 
divided in the following way: 
M12 3 I=20 
Figure 4 
Time Scale (M=1) 
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where M is the initial year, I the final year of interest 
and N is the total number of years over which the study 
is done. Note that for each possible M (M can go from 
1 to N) there can be N-M segments of time, starting 
from M and each of these segments has its own appropriate 
economical conductor. In the specific case where N = 60 
and M = 5. 
I=20 N=60 
Figure 5 
Time Scale (M=5) 
there are N-M = 55 possible segments starting from M 
and ending at I, where I ranges from M = 1 to N. There 
N-1 
are a total of Z (N-n) possible segments each with its N=l 
own economical conductor. 
It is possible to calculate the total cost for each 
conductor from year M to year I. This is done by adding 
the investment cost at year M to the successive annui- 
ties paid on energy and demand losses up to year I. If 
salvage value is to be included, it is calculated accord- 
ing to the number of years of use, namely I-M+I, and 
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subtracted from the total cost. In any case, the cost 
of removing the conductor at year I is also added. Due 
to the time value of money, additions and subtractions 
are done in a present worth basis. Consequently costs 
occurring along the time scale have to be discounted to 
a reference year. 
The present worth value of the total cost for a 
conductor installation at year M up to year I with sal- 
vage value, if any and removal cost being included is 
known. Finding the most economic conductor in this 
period becomes a matter of minimization between all the 
conductors in the study. 
The two conductor case, in which only one replace- 
ment is involved is next treated. The time scale is 
divided in as many as two period combinations as can be 
made to fit in a total of x number of years. X ranges 
from two (number of conductor case) to N. For example, 
if X, the final year is ten, the time scale can then be 
divided into (1-9, 2-8, 3-7, 4-6, 5-5, 6-4, 7-3, 8-2, 9-1), 
combinations, where the first digit will denote the 
number of years in the second period. Next, the pro- 
gram ca1culates the total present worth cost for every 
one of these combinations. Thus, for the 4-6 combina- 
tion, the program will use that conductor which resulted 
most economical in the basic or single case study for 
four years, and the most economical in the second period 
which starts at year M=5 and ends at year 10. The same 
is done with each of the remaining eight combinations. 
The best possible combination of two conductors in a 
period of ten years is found by minimization over all 
calculated costs. This will yield by definition the 
most economical combination of two conductors (one re- 
placement) for a total of ten years and the appropriate 
year of replacement. 
The annual fixed charges of the conductor in the 
first period are carried along in the second period 
also. Although they remain a constant annuity their 
magnitude is usually reduced due to nonexistent charges 
on insurance, maintenance and taxes from then, the re- 
placement year, up to the last year of its amortization 
period. Even when this is generally the case provision 
is taken for any other factor such as a rise in the 
rate of return, that may affect the annuity on original 
investment. 
This particular case, for a total of 10 years can 
be extended as the total number of years under study 
ranges from 2 (number of conductor case) to N. After 
storing the values found for each total number of years 
the program proceeds to check for savings produced by 
using two conductors (one replacement) instead of one 
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for every possible total number of years. If there are 
no savings produced for any given number of total years, 
the program will stop here. This would mean that going 
to the three conductor study, would be unnecessary since 
it would clearly result to be more expensive for the same 
number of years. Qn the other hand, if savings are ob- 
tained by introducing a replacement, then there is a 
possibility that savings would also be produced by using 
two replacements. In this case the program will advance 
to the three conductor case (original conductor is re- 
placed twice). Now, the final years will range from 
three (number of conductors in study), to N. Again, for 
every final year all possible combinations of two periods 
of varying length are studied. The difference from the 
two conductor case being basically that now the conduc- 
tors to use in the first period would be those obtained 
in the two conductor study for any length of time that 
the first period would take on. Ninimization over pos- 
sible replacement years is done in the same manner as in 
the two conductor case, producing the optimum three con- 
ductor combination (two replacements) for a number of 
total years. Note that not only the modified fixed 
charges of the first replacement are included in the 
annual costs of the new installation but also those of 
the second conductor if it has not been already amortized. 
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Checking for savings comes next and the process is 
repeated until there are no more savings produced by 
adding up more replacements for any number of years. 
Pro ram Anal sis 
This portion of the thesis presents a step by step 
explanation of the logic or procedures observed in the 
program. It is to be studied and carefully read by any 
user interested in the use of the program. Details con- 
cerning data, contr@1 and type of study desired are 
extensively exposed in this section. 
Constants to be read in as data are represented by 
the following symbols: 
CURENO: Peak current during the first year of 
study. To be used only if currents in 
successive years are expressed as a function of initial current. 
N: Total number of years under study. It 
could also be referred to as the planning horizon of the project. 
CK: Rate of growth of current. Expressed 
as a decimal. It is of any signifi- 
cance only if a compounding type of 
growth is used. 
AI: 
CCQND: 
CINST: 
Annual interest, cost of money. Interest 
rate to be used in all discounting 
operations. 
Cost of conductor. ($/pounds. ) 
Cost of installing the conductor. ($/pound) 
Capital recovery factor to be applied in the recovery of initial investment. 
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CKWHRL: 
CKWL: 
NCON: 
Cost of kilowatt hour losses. (S/kwhr. ) 
Cost of Kilowatt demand losses. ($/kw. ) 
Number of conductors in the study. Possible values that the decision 
variable can take. 
FL: Loss factor. Expressed as a decimal. 
TONI: Taxes, operations, maintenance and insurance expenses paid on conductor. It is a constant percentage of initial investment. Expressed as a decimal. 
APE: Amortization period, in years 
Kl: Factor to adjust salvage value of 
conductor when removed. 
K2: Factor to adjust removal cost of con- ductor at the time of replacement. 
SHARE: Constant used in modeling the shape 
of the salvage value curve. 
CINFL1: Inflationary rate of conductor cost (as a decimal). 
CINFL2: Inflationary rate of installation cost (as a decimal). 
CINFL3: Inflationary rate of Kwhr losses cost (as a decimal). 
CINFL4: Inflationary rate of Kw-demand cost (as a decimal). 
R(I), W (I): Resistance and weight of each conductor 
to be studied. In ohms/mile and lbs/ 
mile respectively. 
CONDUC(I): MCN notation corresponding to each 
conductor. 
OLDCDT: If a conductor is in the line prior to 
the study, this constant (an integer) 
stands for CONDUC(OLDCDT) in NCN. If 
no such conductor exists this has value 0. 
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CWORTH: Present worth of such conductor ex- 
pressed as a fraction of the cost of 
a similar conductor today. 
NYRSUP: Number of years that the old conductor has been in the line. To be used in 
calculating salvage value and unamor- 
tized capital. 
Values assigned to the control indices are next read. 
NPRINT controls the output list of the annual current, 
annual energy and demand losses, annual investment or 
fixed charges, present worth of the annual cost and 
the total present worth for each conductor installation 
in every year from N=l to N (number of years under 
study) where M is increased by a unit every time the 
listing is completed and the process repeated until N 
is greater than NPRINT. If no such a list is desired 
make NPRINT equal to zero. The second control index, 
USABLE, is a factor used to adjust the annuities paid 
on a conductor after it has been removed from a line. 
It is a control index in the sense that it defines a 
special case (when it has value zero), that will be dis- 
cussed in another section. LDATA produces a list of 
the data whenever a nonzero integer value is assigned 
to it. 
Single payment present worth factors as well as 
uniform series present worth factors are next calculated 
for each year under study. The currents for each year 
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are calculated by an appropriate formula or read in as 
data; whichever way is more practical to the user. The 
program then proceeds to calculate the salvage value, 
VALUE K, I), of conductor K after I years of use. A 
general expression is included in the program. Removal 
cost of conductor K at year I, REMOVE (K, I) is calculated 
for every K and I of interest. It is assumed to be a 
function of the installation cost. Each one of the 
last two terms, has a factor of proportionality CVALUE 
(K) and CREMOV(K) respectively for each conductor K to 
allow for a higher degree of freedom in the calculations. 
As it has been mentioned earlier, the annual cost 
of the project, in this case a conductor installation, 
is composed of three major components. These are re- 
presented in the program by the following symbols. 
PAC(K, I) which corresponds to the annual cost of putting 
up a new conductor K in a line at year I. AKWHRL, de- 
fines the annual cost of kilwatt hour losses. It is a 
function of the conductor size and the current at any 
given year. AKWL, defines the annual cost of the demand 
component. Together with the first term it composes 
the operational costs of the project and for a specific 
conductor K at year I are represented by ACL(I, I). 
Finally, PAC(K, I) wh'ich corresponds to the annual cost 
of putting up a new conductor K in a line at year I. 
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This term is composed of the initial investment times 
the effective capital recovery factor which reflects 
the effects of the real capital recovery factor, due to 
return and depreciation, and the annuities paid on 
taxes, insurance, maintenance, labor and other items. 
When a conductor is replaced the annuities on its 
initial investment continue to be paid along with in- 
vestment, energy and demand costs for the new conductor. 
That is, if the old, conductor has not been completely 
amortized at the time of replacement. To account for 
this detail, PACCRF(K, I) is defined in the program as 
the annuity paid on the replaced conductor K due to 
capital recovery factor, return and depreciation, only 
if it was purchased at year I. A factor of proportion- 
ality, USABLE multiplies this equation in case that 
alterations to CRF have to be made for one reason or 
another. 
For both PAC(K, I) and PACCRF(K, I) the difference 
on installation costs for each conductor is assumed to 
be proportional to their weight. By changing the 
values of CCOND (cost of conductor ()/lb. ) and CINST 
(cost of installation $/lb. } the cost of hardware, poles 
or towers, right of way and some other items may be 
included. If the difference in cost of installation 
due to structures, hardware and so on cannot be approxi- 
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mated by this weight proportionality a method to cope 
with this problem is suggested. 
Define a matrix EXT(NCON, NCON), where NCON was 
defined as the total number of conductors under study. 
EXT(1, 1) EXT (1, 2) EXT (1, 3) 
EXT (2, 1) EXT(2, 2) EXT(2, 3) 
EXT(3, 3) 
EXT(1, NCON) 
EXT(2, NCON) 
EXT (K, K) 
EXT(NCON, 1) 
. EXT(NCON NCON) 
Figure 6. 
Matrix of hardware and structure costs. 
The main diagonal terms represent the extra cost 
on investment due to poles, hardware and any other costs 
of this type associated with a particular conductor K. 
The elements above the diagonal represent costs incurred 
when a replacement is made from conductor K to conduc- 
tor I. Assuming that 1, 2, . . . NCON is increasing order 
of conductor size, the elements below the main diagonal 
are approximated to zero, since a negligible cost is 
produced in structure modifications by going from a large 
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conductor to a small one. The suggested matrix can then 
be employed to represent hardware costs of a particular 
conductor K, or structure modifications on poles or 
towers due to replacements by larger conductors and 
ranging from small reinforcement schemes up to complete 
new structures depending on the size of the new conduc- 
tor. 
Back to the analysis of the program, it next pro- 
ceeds to divide the time scale in different periods of 
time by selecting a starting year M=1 and a final year 
taking values from I=M-1 to I=N. See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 
For every value of M in the range N=l to M=N the process 
is repeated. At the same time the following quantities 
are computed: pw(K, I), present worth of the total cost 
of having ccnductor K installed at year I. It is 
product of the single payment present worth factor times 
the energy and demand costs in that year plus pAc(K, N), 
the annuity on the conductor bought at year N. TPW(K. I) 
represents the sum of all the FW(K, () from year N up 
to year I. 
M=10 
012 I=11 I=N 
Figure 7. pW and TPW in the time scale. 
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In the case illustrated in Figure 7, with M=5 and 
I=n the expression for TPW(K, I) is: 
TPW (K, I) n) =PW (K, 5) +PW (K, 6) + + PW(K, N=1) + 
PW(K, n) 
TPW(K, n) stands for the total cost, referred to year 0, 
of having conductor K in the line from year 5 to year n. 
Similarly for each different M: 
M=1 TPW(K, I=n)=PW(K, 1)+ + PW(K, n-l)+PW(K, n) 
M=2 TPW (K, I=n) =PW(K, w) +PW(K, 3) +. + PW (K, n-l) +PW (K, n) 
M=3 TPW(K, I=n) -PW(K, 3)+PW(K, 4)+. + PW(K, n-l)+PW(K, n) 
M~n&N 
M=N TPW(K, I N)=PW(K, N) 
Figure 8. Total Present Worth TPW Table. 
In a similar way TPWWSA(K, I), the total present 
worth of conductor K including salvage value at year I 
is computed. It is by definition TPW(K, I) plus the un- 
amortized cost of the conductor minus its salvage value. 
The cost of removing the conductor is included also. 
It should be' mentioned that in all these computa- 
tions provision was made to include inflationary effects 
when desired, The reason being that inflation often plays 
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a major role in determining labor and material costs. 
If desired, a list of current, energy and demand 
losses, investment annuities, total annual cost, pre- 
sent worth and total present worth of the installation 
with and without salvage value is produced. This is 
done for all conductors and all years ranging from I=M-1 
to I=N for any chosen Ms(1, N). 
At this point we know what the total present worth 
cost of installing conductor K at year Ms(1, N) including 
costs of operation up to year I, where I goes from M to 
N. The minimum total cost and its corresponding optimum 
conductor is then found for every possible interval of 
time (M, I). Where M is the initial year and I the last 
year in that period. 
By comparing each conductor's current carrying capa- 
city with the current at a given year I, the search over 
the optimum conductor in the period (M, I) is reduced. 
Note that for each ME(1, N) once a conductor has been dis- 
qualified at a given year I=n, M&1'N, due to insufficient 
current capacity in that year it is automatically ex- 
clude of further comparisons in all remaining years up 
to year N. The reasoning is based on that. once the cur- 
rent capacity of the conductor has been exceeded it be- 
comes useless for all practical purposes regardless of 
how the current behaves in the rest of the period. Con- 
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sequently, it need not be considered in the search for 
the optimum conductor for that particular period. 
The entry NN(M, I) is used to denote the best con- 
ductor in the period (M, I) and the minimum total cost 
is represented by TPWWSA (NN(M, I), I) . 
Optimum conductors without replacement with their 
respective ACSR (MCM) notation and their total present 
worth TPW are next listed for all years from 1 to N. 
Note that since TPW does not include salvage value, the 
costfigures which appear in the no-replacement table 
represent those of the optimum conductor left in the 
line for a specific number of years. This last part 
constitutes what has been defined as case ()1, or the 
no-replacement case in this thesis. 
In the next step, the first replacement is intro- 
duced. The appropriate conductor and the year of replace- 
ment will be found. For this case and all others in- 
volving replacements the following procedure is executed 
by the program. Whenever a replacement is made we can 
consider the time scale to be divided at that point. 
First Period Second Period 
12 
0 I = replacement year N 
Figure 9. A Replacement in the time scale. 
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If two conductors, an original and its replacement, 
are being considered, the best possible combination or 
the one that will result in the lowest annual cost will 
certainly be composed of the more economic conductor in 
each period. By changing the year of replacement various 
optimal combinations can be formed. A process of mini- 
mization over all these combinations will produce our 
best choice of conductors for a given number of years. 
This same reasoning'holds true when more than one replace- 
ment is introduced. It is then necessary to divide the 
time scale into two periods. This is done in the program 
the following way: Let NCDTS&I&N-1 where I is the last 
year of the first period (in which the old conductor, 
installation is up) and NCDTS is the number of conduc- 
tors scheduled to be used in that period. Let I+1& 
NFINAL&N where NFINAL denotes the end of the second period 
(during which the replacement is up) . By varying NFINAL 
over its range for each value of I all possible combina- 
tions of two periods in NFINAL years are found. For each 
I, NFINAL pair the program computes TNIN(I, NFINAL). In 
a 2 (n) conductor case it represents the total cost of 
an installation with the first (n-1) conductor in the 
line from year one to year I, the first period and the 
second conductor during the rest of the period from year 
I+1 to year NFINAL. This quantity, TNIN(I, NFINAL) is 
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composed of: 1) FINMIN(I): Total present worth of the 
most economical conductor from year 1 to year I or equal 
to TPWMIN(1, I) in the two conductor study. In the n con- 
ductor case, n&2, FINMIN(I) would represent the total 
mininum cost obtained in the previous case the (n-1) case 
study for a total of I years. Costs in the second period 
are represented by; 2) TPWMIN(I+1), NFINAL) which con- 
stitutes the cost of the most economic conductor to be 
used in the second period, or from year I+1 to year 
NFINAL; (3) PACO(NCDTS, I) stands for annuities paid 
on initial investment of the conductor being replaced. 
These annuities are based on return and depreciation. 
Since they have to be paid throughout the expected life 
of the installation their effect is a string of con- 
stant payments for the rest of the replaced conductor' s 
amortization period. By means of the uspwf, the uniform 
series present worth factor, (see Appendix) these con- 
stant annuities can be converted to a single lump sum 
at the year of replacement which is finally discounted 
to present worth; (4) SALNET, the net salvage value of 
the conductor to be replaced. It is composed of the 
salvage value of the conductor, a function of its years 
in use, minus the cost incurred in removing the conduc- 
tor. Being an inflow of capital SALNET is subtracted 
from TMIN(I, NFINAL). 
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As already stated, for each I ranging from NCDTS 
(number of conductors in first period) to N-l, NI"INAL 
takes all values (integers) in the closed interval 
(I+1, N). After doing all these calculations for all 
values of I the following arrangement is obtained (in 
the conductor study): 
TMIN(1, 2) 
TMIN(1, 3) TMIN(2, 3) 
TMIN(1, 4) TMIN(2, 4) TMIN(3, 4) 
TMIN (1 I 5) TMIN (2 5) TMIN (3~ 5) TMZN (4 
~ 
5) 
TMIN (1, N) TMIN (2, N) TMIN (3, N) TMIN (4, n) . . TMIN (N-l, N) 
Figure 10. Replacement cost representation. 
From this diagram it is observed that for every 
NFINAL there are (NFINAL-1) possible partitions. For 
the n replacement case there would be (NFINAL -n) parti- 
tions for each NFINAL. 
1 
NFINAL=5 
1 ' 3 4 5 I=2 
NFINAL=5 
1 2 
I=3 
NFINAL=S 
1 2 3 ' 5 
NFINAL=5 
Figure 11. Partitions of a time interval. 
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Minimization is then performed for each NFINAL over 
all values that I can take. An optimum combination for 
each NFINAL is found, The number of years in the first 
period are denoted by NNL(KNCDTS, NFINAL)=I optimum 
where KNCDTS is the total number of conductors in the 
study, that is, including replacement and past installa- 
tions. The optimum conductor in the second period is 
then by definition NN(I 1, NFINAL) . These figures are 
computed for all NFINAL in (KNCDTS, N). Next a list of 
the best two (n) conductor combination (including re- 
placements) is printed for each NFINAL with their re- 
spective total costs and year of replacement. Compari- 
son with other alternatives (generally with the 1 con- 
ductor case without replacement if we are dealing with 
two conductors, or with the two conductor case if we 
are dealing with three conductor combinations and so 
on) has still to be made. This would be done by just 
comparing the cost of installation for each year with 
the results of the other cases already studied. In 
order to avoid this procedure the program automatically 
compares new results with those obtained in the latter 
case. For example, suppose that we just obtained 
the best combinations for a three conductor (two 
replacement) study. For any year n, the program 
compares the total cost of our best choice for three 
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conductors with the cost of an installation if the best 
two conductors were used. If it turns out to be more 
economical it will be stated so, if not it will tell you 
that the best combination corresponds to the two conduc- 
tor case. Note that comparisons need to be made with 
the latest case only. If for a period of n years a two 
conductor installation was not economically feasible 
it is logical to assume and this is indeed the case that 
three conductors will neither be. On the other hand, if 
the two conductor case was an acceptable installation, 
more economical than the single conductor case for the 
same number of years, there exists the possibility for 
the three conductor case to be one also. 
In the case that all the best choices of KNCDTS 
combinations resulted to be higher in cost for every 
year from NCDTS to N than those of the previous case, 
the KNCDTS-1 case, the listing of the comparatives 
results is skipped and termination occurs. In case of 
savings occurring in any of the years under study, the 
program will go the the KNCDTS 1 conductor case. 
The values to be used in some of the computations 
are now taken from resul, ts obtained in the previous case, 
For example, TNIN(I, NFINAL) will be composed of the 
best choice of conductors in the KNCDTS conductor case 
for I years and the most economic conductor from year I+1 
to NFINAL. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
A Sample Case 
A case study with the following characteristics has 
been included. 
Initial Current — 30 Amperes, CK=8% 
The sample case presents a typical study with 
a salvage value characteristic corresponding to a 
shaping exponent of I/2. Inflation effects are 
ignored. 
A list of the data is obtained from the program, 
Table 1. The next Table (No. 2) indicates by column 
from left to right the starting year, the conductor 
used, final year and its effective current, energy and 
demand losses in that year, fixed charges, total annual 
cost (sum of the last two components), present worth 
up to final year with and without salvage value included. 
Table 3 is next with a list of optimum conductors with- 
out replacement for any number of years r(1, N) . Results 
for the best two conductor combination appear in Table 
4. The program then compares these results with the 
ones obtained for the one conductor case without replace- 
ment. Since it is economical in some years to make the 
replacement a list of comparative results is obtained. 
L ISJ OF DATA 
NUMBER OF YEARS IiNDER STUDY 
NUMBER OF CONDUCTORS = 33 
INSTALLATICN CQSTIW/LE) =0, 
LOSS FACTOR =0 ' 25 INTERES 
TAXES INS ETC =0 
~ 07877 A 
INFLATION GN CCNDUCTOR =0 ~ 0 
ON DEMAND =0 OC Kl =1 00 
OLD CONDUCTOR FW G PW OF 
RATE =0 ~ 080 60 INITIAL 
CONDUCTOR COST 
40 KWHR COST 
T RAT F =0 ~ 07 
MORT IZATION PFR 
0 QN LABOR =C 
K2 =0 ~ 80 SH 
SUCH CD IN PU 
CURR 
I fi/LB 
=0, 02 
CAP IT 
IOD 
~ 00 
APE 
=0 
~ 0 
ENT= 30 
) =0 ~ 70 
KW-DEMAND COST =35 ' 0 
AL RECCV ~ FACTOR =0 ~ 07123 
60 
ON ENERGY =0 ~ CC 
C 50 I SABLE =1 OC 
00 YEARS OF USE = n 
C OND UC T OR 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
I I 
12 
13 
14 
A. W. G. Or 
ACSR(MCM) RES 
6 ~ Cn 
5 ~ 00 
F 00 
3 ~ CO 
F 00 
I ~ OO 1. 01 w 1/0 
2 ~ 01 -+ 2/C 
3 ~ C I w 3/C 
4 ~ 01 44/P 
226 F 80 
3CO ~ 00 
336 ' 43 
3%7 ' 50 
ISTA 
3 ~ 
2 ~ 
2 ~ 
1 
1 ~ 
1 
0, 
0 ~ 
0 ~ 
0 ~ 
0 ~ 
0 ~ 
0 ~ 
0 ~ 
NCE I O/M ) 
5600 
82 00 
2400 
780C 
41CO 
1200 
8880 
7060 
5600 
4450 
350 0 
3110 
2 780 
2350 
WEIGHTILBS/M& 
191 F 00 
241 ~ 00 
304 F 00 
384 ~ 00 
484 ~ CC 
61 0 ~ 00 
769 ~ CC 
970 F 00 
1223 ~ GO 
1542 OO 
1936 F 00 
2178 CO 
244 2 ~ CO 
2885 ~ 00 
CURRENT CAPACITYI AMPS & 
100, 00 
120 F 00 
14o, no 
160 F 00 
180 F 00 
200 00 
230 ' GO 
270 ~ 00 
3OC F 00 
340 ' Cn 
460 00 
49&, 00 
530 ~ 00 
590 F 00 
TABLE 1 ~ Data for Sample System. 
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5DO. pn 
c 
sp 
616 
~ ( 0 
666, 61 
71 5 ~ 50 7cc, CC 
((74 cn 
9 'J 'J ~ . 'J D 
954, CC 
I( 33, cO 
1113 ~ CC 
1192 51 
1272 F 00 
13cl AC'J 
on 
cln ro 
I Sno CO 
0 ~ IcFC 
)F70 
0, 16HC 
1 1 ceo 
0 ' )4PO 
0 ~ 141 0 
'J 
~ I 0 
C, 1190 
I ". 5 c 
C I C4(' 
C Cce2 
Q 04Q9 
0, C F44 
C, C74P 
C. 0737 
0 Cccc 
A 
C ~ C(. 2? 
O, C 91 
3462 F 00 
4122 ~ QD 
4 C39, 0C' 
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4319. 0D 
4527 
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5399 ' 0'J 
594 C ~ CC 
6112 ~ OD 
6479 CO 
7 C19 ~ OO 
7c44, Co 
FCR2 CC 
nc21 OC 
9160 ~ no 
9699, 0 'J 
I')237 00 
IC777, CC 
570 ADO 
c91 QQ 
730, 10 
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4 CC 
5cn. CO 
n, nn 
950 nn 
97Q ~ OO 
1010 ~ 'Jn 
1060 no 
I I I o, n'1 
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I 
I 
I 
1 
. I 
I 
CD 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
I? 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
I 8 
19 
20 
21 
2« 
23 
24 
25 
ZF 
27 
2H 
30 
30 
3» 
38 ~ 
41, 
44 
Sl 
56 ~ 
6 0 
7F 
P 
c c 
95, 
I 1 
I I I ~ 
120, 
129, 
I 4 I', 
I cl 
163 . 
7«, 
IS, 
?0» 
222. 
?4«I 
?59 ~ 
c C 
652 ' 
761 ' 
P. P. 7 ~ 
1015 
~ 
I?I? 7, 
I 408 
I F42, 
1916 
~ 
2?34 ' 
2606 
1«4f 
4 I 1» 
48? 4, 
«FZF, 
f «63, 
7f 5« ~ 
RSZP, 
I '? 4 I 4 
I? 147 ~ 
14IFP, 
IFc?f 
1927«, 
?248 3 ~ 
2f??4 ~ 
3 Il c 4 c 
67F, 
41F. I 4, 
48539, 
cf 6 I 6 
95. 
95 ~ 
95, 
c 
95, 
95, 
S ( 
C c 
9 ) 
95, 
9 5 
95, 
SS, 
C» 
95 
95, 
95. 
95, 
« 
95 
S5 ~ 
4 
4 
5 
CLII RE h, AC ~ LOSS AC ~ P LNC 6 AC TG TAL 
747, 
855, 
982 ' 
1129 ' 
1302 
1503 ' 
1737m 
2CIQ ~ 
2329 ' 
2701, 
3114 
~ 
364Q, 
4230 
4918 ' 
5721, 
5657 
7749 
SC23 ~ 
0509, 
2241. 
4? 6 3 
66?0, 
9370 
2 I78 ~ 
fl 3 I 9 . 
06: ", , 
577? . 
1709 ~ 
8634, 
6711, 
Fse ~ 
747, 
eel 
« 
eF. ?. 
928, 
1001 ' 
I QP2 
1170, 
I 2 f. 7, 
I 373 
1489, 
1616 ' 
7 c«, 
1907 ~ 
2074, 
2 25'5 
2453, 
267C ~ 
2905, 
31 63 
3445 ' 
751. 
4CFF 
4451 . 
4849 
5?83. 
5757, 
F271 
~ 
6836, 
7450, 
69e ~ 
I 445. 
2? 4 6, 
31 CH 
4036 ~ 
50 "7, 
RI I 9 
7289, 
9978, 
11417 
3034, 
14789 
16696 
I R 770 ~ 
?1025 ~ 
23478 
251 4P 
290 5. 3 ~ 
32217. 
3563'I. 
3941 3, 
43499 
479«0, 
52 799, 
SROS 1 
7 01 I 3. 
75949 ' 
84399, 
I c86 ~ 
1810 ~ 
?59C ~ 
3431 ~ 
4 340, 
51?3, 
53RR 
'754? 
i37 9 3. 
10152, 
11628, 
132 3?, 
14c75 
~ 
16872 
18935, 
?1180 ' 
23624, 
?5295, 
29182 
32 338, 
35776, 
3? 52I?, 
43600, 
48045 
52889, 
581 67, 
53918, 
70187. 
7701«, 
R4464, 
P ~ WCI:Tt TOTAL, PW TPW/SAt VA 
TABLE 2. Annual Cost Figures. 
FROM CD YR CURRFN AC ~ LOSS AC ~ PURCH AC ~ TOTAL P ~ VCPTN TOTAL ~ PIN TPI4)F SALVA 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
39 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
4P 
49 
50 
5? 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
59 
59 
60 
302! 
326 ~ 
352 
3«n 
411 ~ 
44 4 
47c 
517, 
. )9 ~ 
Fnl, 
F5?. 
)04 
760 
9?1 
P50. 
9«h 
e«0 
~ 
95n . 
9 5Q 
850 
«5h 
F«C 
0 
850 ~ 
950 
( 
95n . 
cc( 
6F. , C37, 
7 7 0 2 ") ~ 
89842 ~ 
10479&, 
I??? « 
425F c 
IF«2S? 
~ 
193963, 
2?6?3 
?F3re4. 
30779' 
q«SCI I 
419751 
~ 
48P43 
«? 'l«« 
«?3ccl 
29551 ~ 
2 3 c. c I, 
c? 3 5« 
?& «I 
c?3551 ' 
43«91 
c?9«cl 
c«355 
«2 l! « 
«2 j«« 
«2 'l«« 
5?35«I. 
«2'l«« 
9« 
~ 
S5 ~ 
9 « 
9 « 
c c 
C l, 
95 
c c 
95, 
c 5 
9 « 
95 ' 
S ". , 
95, 
9 5 
S « 
95 ~ 
C 
c) 5 95. 
95, 
S « 
9 c 
S5 ~ 
66131, 
771?Ol 
8'S 9 37, 
104887 ' 
I??324 ' 
142663 
166 «H6, 
I S4057 ~ 
2?6333 ' 
2F3979, 
«O 7 9 P9 
359106 
418646, 
48P526, 
«23645, 
c?. 1645 ~ 
523645 ' 
Sc3«45, 
5?3645. 
523645, 
523645 ' 
523645, 
«23F45, 
cc3645 
5? 3 I) 4 5 
5?3"45 ' 
523645. 
«2«F4« 
523645 ~ 
«23645, 
8119 ~ 
8849. 
«644 
~ 
10c12, 
11457 
12488 ' 
13612 ' 
4 «3 7 
16173 
I 7629 
19216. 
?0946 ' 
c'283' 
?4889, 
24933, 
?3302, 
? I 777 ~ 
203 ~ 
19021 ' 
17777, 
16F14 
155?7. 
14 I I ~ 
13««62 
~ 
126 75 
IIP4« 
~ 
11071 ' 
I(?46, 
9669 ' 
9C37 
~ 
9?'518 
~ 
ln1367. 
111011 
1215?3 
13?. 9«0 ~ 
145469 ' 
159081 
I 7391 9, 
190090 ~ 
207719, 
2?6935, 
247882 
270714, 
?95503, 
323536. 
343P3)8 
365615, 
38596p ~ 
404989, 
4227 c)6, 
439390, 
454907 
46941«, 
49? 9il 0 . 
495«)94, 
. )075OC 
51 'I«70, 
5?9916, 
«38596. 
54762 3, 
92«79 ' 
I 01 4?4, 
111 0))5 ~ 
121574 
1330cP, 
145c13 
159 12? ~ 
173957, 
190 127 ~ 
207753 
?26967 ~ 
?47911 . 
270742, 
?95F29, 
320560, 
343 F60 
3656 36, 
3999H7 
405006 ~ 
4?? 78?, 
4 19394, 
454919 
4694?9 ~ 
492990, 
495663 
507 "7 
518577, 
5? 992 
«19! 9Q 
5476?6 
2 ~ I OntiDDOd 
FR OM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
CO 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
In 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
IO 
10 
10 
10 
10 
IO 
10 
10 
YP 
I 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
10 
11 
I? 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
2? 
23 
24 
?5 
26 
27 
2P 
29 
30 
SALVA 
3922 ' 
4466 ' 
5024 
5540 ' 
6037 
6518 ' 
69 »4 ~ 
74 39, 
7885 ~ 
»? ( 
H761 
9196 
9633, 
0073 ~ 
Oc21 
~ 
0&?79. 
1449 
I 93c 
440. 
?SF8 
3c2? 
4105 ' 
47?3 
537P, 
6077, 
68 P4, 
7F &4, 
84»2 
94 D6, 
04D2 ~ 
763 ~ 
7F 3 ~ 
7F:3 ~ 
7F 3 ~ 
7 Fj 3 
763 
76 P 
7F 3, 
7 6 3e 
76 3 
7F 3, 
7F), 
763, 76' 
7f: I 
763 ~ 
763 ' 
763 
7 F. :I, 
7F?, 
R45, 
858 ~ 
874, 
RS3 
914 ~ 
939» 
969, 
1003, 
IC43, 
1089 ' 
1143, 
1206 ' 
I 28:) ~ 
1366 ~ 
1467 ' 
1584 ' 
1720 ~ 
18 79 ~ 
«OEc, 
2?82 ~ 
25 )4 ~ 
ZR?9, 
3173 
~ 
7 4 
4n41. 
45F7, 
«P?3 
»»Es. 
EP3 I, 
7840 
P2 ~ 
95 ' 
111 ' 
129 ' 
151, 
176 ~ 
?0», 
?3S 
279, 
3?F ~ 
Q p 
4! 4 3, 
I 7, 
«01 
70 &, 
F20, 
9 )7 
I I IF ~ 
I 30? ~ )514 
1771, 
?Or«, 
24c», 
p 
&?78, 
1 F?» 
44» 0 
»? 0? 
f O»7, 
7077 
~ 
79O, 
7«0, 
714 ' 
Eel. 
E. » 2 ~ 
626 
FOZ ~ 
584 
c(7 
»»4 
543. 
»2 
536, 
»4 c 
5»6 
»71 
«S( 
612. 
P»9 
669 
7C», 
745 
»SO 
P41 ~ 
PS7, (Fc 
~ 
1030 ' 
30 ~ 
32 ~ 
3» 
38, 
41 ~ 
44, 
4R, 
c I 
60 ~ 
70 
7 r. , 
e? . 
RR, 
I p 
111 ~ 
120 ~ I?9, 
140 
15 I ~ 
IF» 
I 7 F. , 
190 
20c 
2? 2 ~ 
240, 
?»S, 
?80 ~ 
790 ~ 
? 253, 
2934 ~ 
3'586 o 
421 2 ~ 4(I», 
53?R 
59 «( 5(] 9 
7') 62 ~ 
7. , 9P, 
e)29, 
RF59, 
9191 ' 
9727 
IO?PZ, 
IORZR ~ 
I)3SS, 
I 1988 
I 2 FJ ') 0, 
13?»9 
~ 
I 3 SOP, 
1461 3 
153»7 
~ 
16147, 
169, e. 
748c 
I e845 
19»75 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2 
763, 
7 F3 ~ 
7F 3, )F. 
~ 
763 
763, 
7 E 
7F 3 
763 ~ 
763 ' 
CUR)?8!» AC ~ LCSS AC, PUPC!» AC ~ TOTAL P ~ laORTF TOTAL ~ PW TPW/ 
TABLE 2. (Cont). nued ) ~ 
FRCM CD YR CURRFh AC LCSS AC ~ PVRCt AC, TOTAL P ~ WORTI TOTAL 
~ PW TPW/SALVA 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
la 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
31 
32 
3 3 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
302 
376 ~ 
52 ~ 
3RC ~ 
41 1 
444, 
479 
. , 17 ~ 
«59 ' 
foe 
E«? 
~ 
704 ~ 
7«I 
P?1 ~ 
P50 ~ 
FSCi 
R50, 
F 5 I', 
P. 50 
PS 0 
C ~ 
850 ~ 
F5C ~ 
PSC ~ 
ps a ~ 
fsa 
P50 i 
F5C, 
p. so, 
R50, 
PZ«» 
11? 30, 
13C99 ~ 
1S?'79, 
17871, 
? 0 7 P F. , 
2424 
?P2PC 
1;i 9 P f 
3P474 
44P7F; 
2344, 
E 1 c» 4 
Fi S 4 4 4, 
F»444 
F«44 4, 
444 
65444, 
F 5444, 
E«444, 
F«444 
65444. 
F«444, 
E5444, 
f5444, 
444 ' 
f 5444 ~ 
F»444 
F5444 ~ 
7f 3, 
7{:3 ~ 
763, 
763 
76 3, 
763, 
763 
7(3, 
7E3 ~ 
763, 
7E. P 
7f 3 ~ 
7«3, 
763 ~ 
7 f. 
763, 
7FZ 
763 
763 ~ 
76« 
7F3, 
7F. 3 ~ 
76 3 ~ 
763 ~ 
7f 3, 
7F3 
763 ' 
7f:3 
763, 
763 
9018 ~ 
1C3cl, 
11994 ' 
13862 ' 
16042 ' 
les84. 
21550 
7«009, 
»9C43 ~ 
32749, 
39238, 
4«f 4C ~ 
53107 
F. 1 8 1 7, 
6 f:?07 ~ 
F6207 ' 
FE2C7 
E6207 
66?C7 ~ 
F6207 ~ 
66?C7 
~ 
EE2C7 ~ 
F. 67 07 
f 6207 ~ 
fE?07 
66207, 
EE2C7 ~ 
66207, 
FE2C7, 
66707 ' 
1 107 ~ 
1 192, 
1? P6 ~ 
1389 ~ 
1«03, 
16?7 ~ 
1763 ' 
191?, 
2075 ' 
7. 754 ~ 
2449, 
7 f. E?, 
2 89!5 
3149 ~ 
3 152 
2 946, 
27«3 
2«73 ' 
24CS ~ 
2?Ale 
21 Cl 
1c63 
1R35 ~ 
171» 
~ 
lf C3 ~ 
1498, 
14CO ~ 
1308 ~ 
1223 ~ 
1143 ' 
20982 ~ 
27174 
23461 
74P5C ~ 
26352 ' 
?7979, 
2974 2 
31« 4 
3373C ~ 
3598 
3 8 4 '3 2, 
41 094 
43989, 
471 '39 ~ 
5029' 
53237 
S5991, 
58564 
60969 ' 
63717, 
F. 5317 
672HO ~ 
6911» 
~ 
7083 C ~ 
7?43c ~ 
73930, 
75330 ' 
76638, 
77RFC, 
790C 3 ~ 
21477 ~ 
27639 ' 
23697, 
25259, 
?6736 ' 
?83'39, 
3007 ) ~ 
31970 ' 
34075 ' 
362»9 
~ 
38690 ~ 
41 335 ~ 
44213 ' 
47347 ' 
04e4. 
534 16 ~ 
«61 56 ~ 
58716, 
61109 ' 
63344 ~ 
65433, 
67385 ' 
69?ae. 
70912 ~ 
72 04 ~ 
73991 
75381 ' 
76Eeo. 
77894 
79028 ' 
TABLE 2. (Continued) 
FROM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
cfl 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
?0 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
?0 
20 
20 
2 0 
20 
?0 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
YR 
I 
? 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
?4 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
30, 
3? ~ 
3» 
~ 
3R ~ 
41 ~ 
44, 
48 
~ 
51 ~ 
SF e 
60. 
F c 
70, 
7f ~ 
82 
RB 
9» 
103 
111 
120 
129 ' 
140, 
151 
163 ~ ! 76, 
190, 
20c. 
222 
«4c ~ 
2S9, 
?80 
2f ~ 
30, 
35, 
41 ~ 
4P 
5 F. , 
65 ~ 
76. 
P. P 
103 
I 2 ". 
140 
I F4 ~ 
191 ~ 
??3e 
2F", 
30 3, 
RS4 ~ 
41? ~ 
4el 
F I 
f SS, 
763, 
»9 
I C39 ~ ! 211 ~ 
1413 
64 8 
1922 ~ 
2242, 
2?41, 
?241 ~ 
2241, 
2? 4 I, 
2? 4 I ~ 
2241, 
?? 4 I, 
?? 4 I, 
?41, 
2241 
«241, 
«?41 ~ 
2241 ~ 
«? 4 I, 
?241 
?)41 ~ 
«24 I ~ 
«241 
«?41, 
?24! ~ 
2241, 
224 I ~ 
?241 
2241, 
?241 
«241. 
?? 4 I ~ 
«241, 
««41, 
??41 ~ 
2267 ~ 
2271 ' 
2?76m 
2282 ' 
2?89 ' 
2297 ' 
2306 ' 
2317 
23?9, 
2344 ' 
23ft ~ 
2 eel 
2405, 
2432 ~ 
24 C4 ~ 
2501 
2 44 ~ 
2594 
Zf» ' 
~ 
27?2 
~ 
2P9?, 
289S ~ 
3304, 
I ~ 
32H0 ~ 
345?, 
3» 4 
3pe9. 
4163 
4483 ' 
21 18 ~ 
19e4. 
IPSP. 
1741 ~ 
1530 
143' 
1348, 
12f 7 ~ ! 192 ~ 
112? ~ ! C57. 
998, 
943 ~ 
893m 
P47, 
P. 05, 
768 
~ 
734 ' 
703, 
f 77 ~ 
F»4, 
634 ~ 
F 17, 
6 04, 
594 ~ 
cee, 
ses. 
» F 
'5P 9 ~ 
2118, 
410?, 
5960 
7&0I 
9332, 
10863 ~ 
12?99 
I 3647, 
14914 
!6106 
17?28, 
IH?8' 
19?83, 
20226 ~ 
?1119 ' 
219F:6 
??77 I, 
23539 
24273 ' 
?4976 )sf 3 ~ 
263C6 
?6940 
~ 
2 7'55 7. 
«8162 ~ 
? 3756 
?9344 ~ 
29929, 
37514 ~ 
31! 03 ~ 
cua9Fs Ac. l css Ac. pu4cf Ac. TBTAL I . MORTF TOTAL. !?!4 SALVA TPW/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1315 ~ 
27 c? ~ 
409'5, 
5353 ~ 
6 c 30, 
7633 
HFFB, 
963R, 
0 5 5 C', 
2 1408 
2?15 ~ 
2977 
3F 17 
4378 
5C25 
?5640 ' 
262?e ~ 
26790, 
27330 
278c2 
?R357, 
2PP»C 
293 3? . 
?9 P 0F. . 
cP 2 7 c 
30743, 
31?11 ~ 
31 F94, 
3?163 
32FSI ~ 
TABLE 2. (Continued) ~ 
F]IOM 
T 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
CO 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
7. 0 
20 
20 
20 
20 
zrt 
?0 
20 
2G 
2C 
zn 
20 
20 
20 
20 
2G 
20 
20 
?0 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
Y]4 
31 
3? 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
4? 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
5 C' 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
CUPREF 
302 e 
«c? 
. ]Rn, 
411, 
444. 
479, 
c] 7 
FO 1 
f 5 2 
7P4, 
76C. 
R? I, 
FSO, 
8»n, 
F 
8 5C, 
8 5p 
85r . 
8 5n 
Ec C, 
R(l 
85n 
850, 
RRO 
8»p. 
854 
g»O, 
AC ~ LCSS 
?616 ~ 
305] ~ 
«««F 
415n ~ 
4»41, 
«647, 
6(RF, 
7F8? 
~ 
89E I 
] nhc? 1?]S], 
14?In' ]F 8» 
~ 
19345, 
?0736, 
«073« ~ 
ZP 736 ~ 
2" 73C, 
23736, 
2 C 73 6 
ZC73E ~ 
23736, 
?073« 
ZP7«c 
73« 
ZC7 c ~ 
?473« 
? C73«, 
?C'736 ' 
ZC73F ~ 
c? 4 I, 
2?41 
274]e 
2241 ~ 
c?. 41 ' 
«241 
2?4 I 
«241, 
c?41 ' 
2?41, 
c?4] 
?241, 
Z?4 I . 
2? 4] ~ 
Z?41 
Z»41, 
2241, 
c?41, 
. 24 ] 
2241 
?241, 
2?41 
?41, 
cch] 
c?41, 
7? 4 I 
2?4 I, 
«241, 
2 24], 
4856 ' 
c?92 
5799 ' 
63S] ~ 
7082, 
7 F. 8 «, 
8827, 
9923, 
11?Cl, 
12692 ~ 
14432, 
lf 460 
18826, 
c 15 EF. , 
22977, 
??977, 
22977, 
22977, 
?ZS77 ~ 
22977, 
22977, 
»2977 
22977. 
c?«77, 
22977, 
2? 977 
22977. 
22977, 
c 2 'S 7 7, 
22977, 
596 ~ 
EC7 ~ 
622, 
641, 
6f3, 
690 ' 
7«? ~ 
759, 
ECCL 
848 ~ 
SC] ~ 
SEP, ]026, 
1]CC ~ ]094, 
1022, 
9«F 
893, 
EZS, 
7EO 
729 
f El, 
637, 
ccc 
c«6 
SZO ~ 
486, 
454, 
4»4 
397 
31 700 ~ 
32307. 
32«] 29, 
33569, 
34232 ' 
34923 
35Fh» 
36404. 
37Z Ch 
3RO»?, 
3(95? 
39913 
40939, 
4203» 
~ 
43133 ~ 
44155 
451] I ~ 
460 C4 . 
4683 c, 
476 IR, 
43347 
49029 
49665, 
5n? F C. 
508]7, (1336 
5]822 ~ 
52? 76, 
52 70C 
53097 
33153 ~ 
33671 ~ 
34? 09, 
34770, 
35 J«9 
35979 
366 34 
3 7 3? 9, 
38070, 
38»E I 
397nR, 
4OF]8, 
41596, 
43700, 
4468], 
45«SE, 
46451. 
4 '7? 49 
47993 
48687 
49'1 «5 
499 39 
5050? 
«1026 
51516 
«1973 
~ 
52400, 
52799, 
«317?, 
DC +PUP&I- AC ~ TOTAL P, WO]]TH TOTAL, PW TPW/SALVA 
TABLE 2 (Continued) 
FR QII 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
CD 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
3 0 
30 
30 
30 
YR 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
IH 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
?6 
27 
2P 
29 
30 
I I CH 
4, 30 ~ 
32 ~ 
3 ( 
3R ~ 
41 ' 
44, 
4R, 
51. 
E 0 
70 ~ 
76, 
82 ~ 
P P. , 
95, 
103 ~ 
111 ~ 
120 
I ZS ~ 
!4« 
15 I ~ 
I F. 3 . 
175 
ISC ~ 
?05 ' 
2?? ~ 
24 -", 
259 
~ ?ec. 
13, 
15 ~ 
17 ~ 
? '} ~ 
?4 ~ 
27, 
3?, 
37, 
44 ~ 
«1 
~ 
59, 
59, 
A 
94 
11 C, 
I? 8, 
149, 
174, 
?03 ~ 
237 ~ 
277 
~ 
323, 
17« 
4» 
34 ' 
34, 4» 
»4 
~ 
34, 4« 
45 34 
4 34 
3 4 
34 
» 4 
45 34 ~ 
A 4 
34 ~ 
34, 
34m 
34 ~ 
'1 4 
34 ~ 
4» 
4» 
45 
4» 34, 
» 4 
» 4 
4«»4 
4«»4 
4»34 
4»4 
1 4 
Ac »4 
4»»4 
4534, 
5 I?, 
597, 
697, 
el 2 ' 
94 A 
~ 
I IC 
CUPREN AC, LC«S AC F 
4547, 
4552 
~ 
4554 
4558r 
4562 ' 
4566 ' 
45 72, 
4578, 
4585, 
4»94 ' 
4603 ' 
4615, 
AE?8, 
4644 ' 
4 . ". 2 ~ 
46e4. 
4708, 
4738, 
4771 
4P 11 ~ 
4P57, 
4911, 
4973, 
5046, 
»131 
~ 
5?31. 
5347, 
5482 ~ 
5639, 
4249 
~ 
3973, 
3715, 
34 75 
32»0 
~ 
04C ~ 
2844, 
2661 
2490, 
2331 
2182 ' 
2044 ' 
1915 ~ 
1795, 
1683 ~ 
I c79, 
1483 ~ 
1393, 
1310 ~ 
I? 33 ~ 
IIE2 ~ 
ICSE ~ 
1036 
Sec, 
930 ~ 
»84 
P42 ~ 
804 
~ 
771, 
741 ' 
4249 ' 
8223 ~ 
11938, 
15413 ' 
18662 ' 
21702 ' 
24546 ' 
27206 ' 
29696 ~ 
32027 ' 
3421C 
~ 
36254. 
38159, 
39964, 
41647 o 
43?26, 
44709, 
46102 ' 
47412 
4864», 
4SP. I 7, 
50903 
51939 ' 
5?'919 ' 
53849 ' 
5 4 7 'I 3 
55574, 
56379, 
57149, 
578SC 
22858 ' 
25725 
28400 ' 
30896 
33227 
35402 
37433 
39329 
41100 
42 755 
44301 
45747, 
47099, 
4P365 ~ 
49550, 
50650 
5}702, 
526 30 
«4464 
55279 
cEC49 
567 78 
5746« 
". I? F. 
58753 
«l9»Z 
599?9 
E04 84 ~ 
61 C22, 
AC 
~ TOTAL F ~ WOFTI- TOTAL 
~ FW TPW/SALVA 
TABLE 2. (Contin}}8!3 ), 
FROM CLRREI) AC, LCSS AC, FUR CM AC ~ TOTAL P ~ %CIRTi. TIITAL 
~ Ple TRIS/SALVA I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
31 
3? 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
4f 
47 
4R 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
302 ~ 
3?6 ~ 
352 ~ 
380 
411 
444 ~ 
479, 
517, 
559 
f03 ~ 
F )? 
704 ~ 
760, 
R21 
FcC 
Rsn 
85C, 
e50. 
R5 n 
e c 
c5 0 
85) 
f C 
'! 5 ". ~ 
e. c c 
e5 n 
R5C 
450, 
n, 
cc 
1289 ~ 
I c04, 
17c4 
? C4f:, 
?3FF, 
278 1, 
17f 7, 
44 I 7 
I ? 
Fnf 
7 nn 9 
F 17 
gc35 
IC?11 
I" 2? I ~ 
I 3 2? I ~ 
13221 
~ 
I 'I 22 I ~ 
102? '! 
~ 
142? I, 
I I2? I ~ 
152? I, 
132?I 
~ 
I 2?I ~ 
I"??I'D 
I"22! 
~ I" I?. I ~ 
I"2?I 
~ 
I 0?11 
~ 
4c 
4c 
4c 
qc 
4 c 
34 ' 
14 
~ 
34, 
34, 
'1 4 
4 
4c 
34 ~ 
34, 
34 
1 4 
4514 
~ 
4 c 
4 c 
4 c 
4 c 
4 c 
Ac 
1 4 
34 ~ 
1 4 
34 
34, 
34 ~ 
'1 4 
'1 4 ~ 
4 c. 34 
34 
45 3 4 
4c 34 
1 4 
4514 
4c34 
~ 
4c '14 
~ 
4 34 
5823 ~ 
6038 ~ 
62e8. 
6c80 
~ 
6920, 
'7 3 I 7, 
7781 ~ 
8321 ~ 
8951 
9686 ' 
ICc43 
11 43 ' 
127C9 
~ 
1 4C'70 ~ 
14755' 
147cc 
147cc, 
14755, 
147c5, 
147c5, 
7cc 
147cc 
147c5 
~ 
147 5 
147CS 
1 47c5 
147c5 
~ 
14755, 
I 4 7 c 5), 
147c5 
715 ~ 
693 ~ 
674, 
659 ~ 
648, 
64 I ~ 
f. 3 7 ~ 
636 ~ 
F4C ~ 
647 ' 
FcR 
F73, 
f) 93, 
7]7, 
701 
f 57, 
F 14 
573, 
c16 
C I 
4f R, 
4 le 
409. 
18? 
c. 7 
312 ~ 
7 9? ~ 
7? ~ 
c 5 
58605 ' 
59?98 ' 
59972 ' 
60631 ' 
6 I 28'I ~ 
61 920, 
62557, 
63193 
63832, 
64479, 
651 17 
~ 
65511 
F)650 3. 
6»20 
679? 1, 
61579 
~ 
F) 9 '! 9 1 
fj 9 7 f) 6, 
70332, 
10RC 1 
71? 71 
71709, 
7211'3 
7?c"n 
7?cc7 
73! 91 ' 
7 1cl, 1 
73794 
7406 
74121 ' 
546 
059 
563 
OC? 
61 
62 
62 
63 
63 
64 
64 
65 
65 
66 
E7 
559 ~ 
C56 
c CR 
06F 
R c 
117 
f F)1 
?37 
831 
457 
071 
643 
F7 
F R 
7'3176 
70 6 7? 
I 33 ~ 
". . 
C I 
959 
119 
671 ~ 
9 '38 ~ 
? 4 I 
CC4 
71 
71 
72 
72 
72 
73 
73 
736'ie 
74045 
74?66 
74473 
iABLa 2 ~ jGontinued j ~ 
FROM 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
CD 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
YR 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2" 
2 F. 
27 
?8 
29 
30 
30 ~ 
32 
35, 
38. 
41, 
44 
4P, 
C 
5 6 
6 '5 ~ 
70 
7F 
82, 
103 
lit 
1?CD 
I? 9 
140 ~ 
151, 
1 63 
17F 
190, 
? 5 
c? 2 
, . 4 « 
2«9 
~ 
280 
11 
! 5 ~ 
17, 
? 1 ~ 
?7, 
37 ~ 
4 '1 
69 
P 0 
C '1 
I 09 
127, 
14 e. 
173 ~ 
2 
?35, 
?74, 
12 I 
173 
4'1« 
co « 
Rot 
F I 
«40, 
33« 
«1'15 
«395 
~ 
«335 
~ 
1 C 
53 35 ~ 
1 1« 
5335 ~ 
c '1 3 
c'1 39 
«3 1S, 
C 1 1 
5335 ~ 
1 C 
13« 
1 35 
C 
«3:35 
~ 
C 
5335 ~ 
c13« 
C 
«1 15 
1 3 
c'1 15 
C 9 
5345 ~ 
5347 ~ 
5349 
~ 
53c2 
~ 
c3«c 
5358 ' 
5362 ' 
5366 
~ 
5372, 
«17P 
5 385, 
«3« 
5403, 
5415, 
«4?e 
~ 
5444 
c462 
~ 
«483 
5507, 
C C 
'5 5 7 0 ~ 
«609 
5F55 
~ 
«709 
«770 
~ 
5942, 
5927 ~ 
6025 ' 
6140 ' 
6274 
~ 
4996, 
4670 ' 
4367 ' 
4083 ' 
P 18. 
3570, 
3339 ~ 
3121 
~ 
2922 
2734 
~ 
2558 
?395 ' 
2242 ~ 
2100 ' 
1«F7 ' 
1844 ~ 
1729 ~ 
162? ~ 
I 523 ~ 
14: I ~ 
1345 
I? 66 ~ 
I 193 ~ 
1125 
1CF 3, 
1006 ~ 
«54 
9C6, 
863 ~ 
824 ' 
499 F' ~ 
9666 ~ 
14033 ~ 
18116, 
21 934 ~ 
25504 
~ 
?R943 
3196F, 
348RR 
37«22 
~ 
40180 ' 
42575 ~ 
44P, 17 ' 
4691 7 
48885 
~ 
507? P. , 
52457 ~ 
540PC 
556 03, 
57 "33 
59378 
59644 
608 =7. 
619F 3, 
63026 
6493? 
64986 ' 
65892 
66755 ~ 
67 )79 ~ 
268«9 
~ 
30258 ~ 
334 00 ~ 
36333 
~ 
39 0 F19 ~ 
4162 
44005 
~ 
4F. ?29, 
49 305 ~ 
50243 
~ 
52"«4 
53745 
1 25 
5680? . 
SR! 93 ~ 
«9475, 
60695, 
61et 9 
62PR? 
~ 
63979 
F. 4P '1 7 
~ 
65699 
66«10 
67. 119 
F. R 058 ~ 
68761 
694 31 ~ 
70CRR 
~ 
70679 
~ 
71 264 ~ 
CURRPN AC ~ LOSS AC ~ PURCP AC ~ TOTAL P 
~ IAORTH TOTAL ~ P% TPtt/SALVA 
TABLE 2. (Continued) 
~ 
EROll 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
. 33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
31 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
3 Il 
40 
41 
4 1 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
4R 
49 
5 'I 
51 
52 
53 
c 4 
5Q 
57 
5 R 
C ( 
60 
102 
~ 
32f 
15 2 
3F C, 
411 
444 ~ 
479, 
517 
C C 
652 ~ 
7 AC 
7 
R21 
R5 0 
RS 0 
RS 
R5 0 
I3 C 
1 
Rc 0 
C C 
RS R 
F50, 
RS, I 
RS A 
I 096 ~ 
1279, 
1491 ~ 
1740 
29 
'11F, 7 
: ~ 7F I, 
3220 
~ 
1 7c c 
1R 
cll 
RCCI 
FcjS2 
C c 
RF 92. 
R F CI '1 
FFOZ, 
RE 9& 
cfcZ 
RF OR 
RF92 
R FO 1 
c c 9 '1 
R FOR 
F92, 
RF92 
c335 
C 
15 
115 
1 3c 
13 
1 C 
1 1 
C 
3 '1(, 
11c 
3 15 11( 
1 1C 
1 5 
335 
~ 
1 1 
135 
1 
3 5 
. I 
C 
6431 ~ 
EF 13 ~ 
6R26, 
7074 ~ 
72 6 4, 
7701 ' 
F. 095 ~ 
5555 ~ 
909 I ~ 
c7 15, 
10444. 
11295 ~ 
I 1443, 
I 4". 26 ~ 
I FI " Z F 
14C26 
14026, 
14026. 
14CZF ~ 
14026 
14026 ~ 
IRA 
I 4 n 1 F. . 
14A26. 
14 0 76 
I 4 I1 2 6 
140 ZF; ~ 
I 4 A Zf 
14CZF. 
790 ~ 
759 
732 
709, 
FCC, 
F74 
662 ' 
FC4 
650 ~ 
F49 
~ 
670 ~ 
F. H5 
F. f 5 ~ 
F 24, 
SR3, 
545. 
c "9 
47F, 
44S 
416 ' 
169, 
'1 
317, 
297. 
77, 
2 
242 ~ 
65369 ' 
69127 ' 
69059. 
7356R 
71 ZSF, 
7 I 9 3? 
72994 
~ 
7 314 R, 
7 3 5 &3 R, 
7454 7 ~ 
75199 ~ 
75557, 
76527 ' 
1721 2, 
'7 7 F R I 
7I3504. 
790 R7 
79612, 
I3 0 I 4 -' 
61 5 ' 
R IGF 3 
HI 4 &o ~ 
FIR67 
RZ&31 
32c7 . ~ 
R 1 '3 H 1 ~ 
RIIR4 
~ 
I3 34F- I, 
R3720, 
43962 
1829 
2376 
290R 
342R 
39 39 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 4445 
494 I 
54 c 2 
59 50 
6474 
6 9 9H 
7R 36 
R 91 
HF: 67 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
9230 1 7 
7 97c 
144 
HGF 97, 
6 I I I o 
Rl 5'I 0, 
d I F. 7. 1 
R121R 
RZ R 15 
R307A, 
I 3 ! 
53543, 
37c6, 
3955, 
R41 41, 
8 
q 
C URRE I AC ~ LOSS AC, PURCII AC ~ TOTAL P ~ WORT I- TOTAL ~ P W TPW/5ALYA 
'3. 'ABLIA 2. j C'033ti33ued ) ~ 
L)ST OF OPTI MUM CONDOCTORS 4/0 REPLACEMENTS FROM YEAR 1 TO YEAR X 
CASE A 1 ( NO REPLACEMENTS ) 
YEAR X Cl I RENT CONDUC TOR Af AC SR( MCM ) TOTAL COST(P ~ 0) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
30 ~ 
35 ' 
38 ~ 
41 ~ 
44, 
48, 
51 
56 ~ 
60 ~ 
6 5 ~ 
7C ~ 
76 
82 
86 ~ 
95 ~ 
103 
11 1 ~ 
120 
129 ~ 
140- 
2 
3 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
5 ~ 00 
4 ~ 00 
F 00 
3 00 
2 ~ 00 
F 00 
F 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 ~ 00 
1 GO 
1 ~ 01 
1 ~ 01 
1 01 
1 ~ 01 
1 ~ 01 
F 01 
2 ~ 0! 
F 01 
2 01 
2 ~ 01 
594 ~ 30 
1073 ~ 64 
1497, 93 
2037, 71 
2427 ' 34 
2958 ~ 58 
3 512 ~ 85 
3918 ~ 52 
4465 ' ll 
5035 ~ 39 
5633 ~ 19 
6 087. 21 
6673 23 
7287 48 
'7934 ' 12 
8617 ~ 56 
9160 81 
9826 73 
10 530 ~ 56 
11 277 15 
120 71 70 
TABLE 3. Optimum Conductors w/0 Replacement. 
YEAR X CURRENT CONDUCTOR 0 ACSR(NCN) TOTAL COST(P. W) 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
151 ~ 
163 ~ 
176 ~ 
190 
205 ' 
22 2 ~ 
240 ~ 
259 ~ 
280 ' 
302 ~ 
326 ' 
352 ' 
380 ' 
411 ~ 
444 ~ 
479 ' 
517 ~ 
559 ' 
603 ' 
652 ' 
704 ' 
760 ~ 
821 ~ 
650 ' 
650 ~ 
E50 ~ 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
18 
19 
21 
22 
22 
22 
3 ~ 01 
3 ~ 01 
~ 01 
3 ~ Ol 
3 ~ 01 
F 01 
4 ~ 01 
4 ~ Oi 
4 ~ 01 
4 ~ 01 
2 26 ~ 80 
226 ~ 80 
226 ~ 80 
226 F 80 
226 F 80 
300 F 00 
336 40 
397 ' 50 
477 F 00 
477 ~ OO 
605 50 
636 00 
715 5C 
795 ~ 00 
795, 00 
795 F 00 
12731 ' 58 
13498 ~ 90 
14315, 49 
15167 ' 09 
16119, 88 
16987, 60 
17884, 77 
18844. 91 
19874, 88 
20982, 04 
21967 ~ 73 
23017, 68 
24146 ' 25 
25361 ' 57 
26672 ~ 41 
27930 ~ 46 
29431, 95 
31438, 63 
34213 
~ 26 
35377 ~ 86 
38098 ~ 9 3 
40077 96 
43522 ~ 64 
4~032 ' 42 
47930, 11 
48769 ' 07 
TABLE 3. (Continued ) 
YEAR X CURRENT CONDUCTOR P ACSR(KCN) TOTAL COST(P ~ W) 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
850 ~ 
850 ' 
e50 ~ 
e50 ~ 
eso. 
eso. 
eso ~ 
850 ~ 
e50 ~ 
eso. 
eso. 
esca 
e50 ~ 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
795 F 00 
795 ~ 00 
795 F 00 
795 F 00 
795 F 00 
795 F 00 
795 F 00 
795 F 00 
795 F 00 
795 ' 00 
795 F 00 
795+00 
795 F 00 
49553 ~ 15 
50285 ~ 93 
50970 ' 78 
51610 ~ 82 
52208 ' 98 
52768 
~ 02 
53290 ' 48 
53778 ' 77 
54235 ~ 1 1 
54661 ~ 59 
55060 18 
55432 ' 69 
55780 ' 83 
TABLE g. (Continued) ~ 
COST F I GURES FQR ThE BEST CONDUCTOR CQMBINAT ION WITH 1 REPLACEMFNTS 
TABLE INQ I CATE5 4 OF YEARS IN THE 
AND THE CONDUCTOR TO BE USED FROM 
FIRST PER IOD ~ THE YE AR QF REPLACEMENT 
THEN UP TO THE LAST YEAR ~ 
YEARS 
9 
12 
10 
10 
PERIOD RFLMENT 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
7 
7 
7 
10 
I& 
10 
13 
11 
11 
YEAR I AST 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
le 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
CDT 4 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
5 00 
4 ~ 00 
3 ~ 00 
2 ~ 00 
2 ~ 00 
2 00 
1 ~ CO 
1 ~ 00 
1 ~ C, '0 
I 01 
I ~ 01 
1 ~ 01 
2 ~ 01 
2 ~ Ol 
2 ~ C'1 
F 01 
F 01 
F 01 
4 F 01 4. 01 
4 ~ 01 
17 14 ~ 40 
2211 95 
2639, 21 
30 45 ~ 92 
3577 F 16 
4131 42 
4528 ' 46 
5075, 04 
5645 ' 33 
6216 16 
6663 ~ 32 
7249 ' 34 
7830*52 
8408. 96 
9012 ' 45 
9489 ' 89 
10084 ~ 54 
10704 89 
11274 ' 52 
11831 00 
1246'9 ~ 55 
ACSM(MCMI TOTAL COST PW 
TABLE II. Best Two Conductor Combinations' 
RS IN 1 PERIOD 
14 
13 
13 
15 
14 
14 
14 
14 
15 
15 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
20 
?3 
23 
24 
23 
24 
24 
24 
24 
?4 
25 
25 
15 
14 
14 
16 
15 
15 
15 
15 
le 
16 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
21 
24 
24 
25 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
26 
26 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
ll 
ll 
ll 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
14 
14 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
20 
20 
21 
24 
24 
25 
25 
26 
26 
27 
27 
27 
28 
28 
226 ~ 80 
226 ~ 8G 
226 ~ 80 
300 F 00 
300 ~ 00 
300 F 00 
336 ' 40 
336 ~ 40 
397 F 50 
3 97 ~ 50 
6G5 F 50 
605 ~ 50 
605 ' 50 
605 ~ 50 
eo5. 50 
605 ' 50 
6 05 ~ 50 
eee. eo 
666 ~ 60 
715 ' 50 
900 F 00 
900 ~ GO 
954, 00 
954 F 00 
1033 ' 5) 
1033 ' 50 
1113 EGG 
11 13 ~ 00 
1113 ~ 00 
11 92 ~ 5C 
1192 ' 50 
130 25 81 
1 3636 29 
14287, 89 
14939 ~ 68 
15578, 87 
1 62 87 ~ 80 
16941 ~ 54 
17681 13 
18334 04 
19081 ~ 31 
19662, 69 
20323 ' 79 
210 12 76 
21734 ~ 17 
22492 ' 88 
23294, 08 
241 43, 27 
249 64 00 
25865 51 
26755 F 05 
27537 ' 76 
28418 85 
292 87 46 
300 49 ~ 40 
30749 ' 85 
31404 ' 48 
31961 82 
325G9 ~ 97 
330 22 ~ 25 
33489 ~ 61 
33921 ~ 62 
RPLMENT YEAR LAST YR CD' ACSR(MCM) TOTAL COST PW 
TABLE 4. (Contin«led) 
YEARS IN I PERIOD RPLNENT YEAR LAST YR CDTg AGSR(IBCN) TOTAL COST PW 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
28 
28 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
1 192 ~ 50 
1 192 ~ 50 
1272 F 00 
1272 F 00 
1272 ~ 00 
1272 ~ 00 
12 72 ~ 00 
34325 ' 36 
34 702 ~ 70 
35020 ~ 31 
35339 ~ 67 
35638 ' 14 
35917 ' Oe 
361 77 ~ 77 
TABLE 11. (Continued) ~ 
60 
Table 5. Addition of another replacement is considered 
and the same process is repeated successively until no 
more savings are produced by adding up a new replacement. 
Table 8 is of no practical use since combinations obtained 
by considering small number of replacements, Table 6 
results in consistently lower costs for all years under 
study. From Table 6, it is seen that after year (51) all 
replacements are scheduled at the same year and with the 
same conductor. In this case we see that after a large 
enough number of years replacement policy for the first 
years of the project remains constant. Table 6 shows 
that for sixty years replacement should occur at year 
(37), with the first period being composed of the best 
two conductor for a period of (36) years. By looking 
for this number of final years in the two conductor case, 
Table 4, the rest of the replacement schedule is derived. 
It shows that the best two conductors for (36) years 
consists of a replacement at year (20) and the best 
single conductor up to the preceeding year (Table 3). 
The following schedule is obtained. 
¹8 
19 
¹18 
36 60 
Figure 12. Replacement Schedule. Sample case. (Three conductor study) 
COMPA RAT I VE R ESULT S FOR THE CASE STUDY OF 2 CONDUCTORS / 1 REPLACEMENTS 
TABLE SHOWS ECChCMIC CHOICE WITH RESPECT TO PREVIOUS CASE ~ 
hUMWER DF YEARS MOST ECOkOMIC CASE TOTAL COST 
CONDUCTOR STUDY kUMBFR 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
107 3 ~ 64 
1497 ~ 93 
2C 3'7 ~ 71 
2427 ~ 34 
2958 ' 58 
351 2 ~ 85 
391 8 ~ 52 
4465 ~ I I 
5335 ~ 39 
5633 ~ 19 
6C67 21 
667 3 ~ 23 
7287 ' 48 
7934 12 
861 7 ' 56 
9160 81 
9826 ~ 73 
TABLE 5. Comparative Resu1ts ~ (Two Conductor Case) 
NUMBER OP YEARS MOST ECONOKIC CASE TOTAL COST 
CONDUCTOR STUDY NUMBER 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2 9 
30 
11 
32 
3 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
I 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
10530 ' 56 
1 1274, 52 
11831 F 00 
12469 ' 55 
13025 ' 81 
13636 ' 29 
14237 89 
14939 ~ 68 
15578 ' 87 
16237 ' 80 
16941 54 
17681 ' 13 
18334, 04 
19081, 31 
1 9662, 69 
20323 ~ 79 
21012 ' 76 
21734 17 
22492 F 88 
23294 ' 08 
24143 ~ 27 
24964 ~ 80 
25865 
29755 ~ 05 
27537 ' 76 
2841 8 85 
TABLE $. (Continued). 
NUl'ilBZR OF 1'EA RS l~lOST FCOROllZC OSSA: TOTAL, COST 
CONDUCTOR STUOY kUWIB1. R 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
29237 ' 46 
30049 ~ 40 
3074 1, 85 
3 1 44 4, 4 8 
3 196 1, 82 
32539 ~ 97 
3 302 2 ~ 25 
33489 ' 61 
3392 1 ~ 62 
34325 36 
34702, 70 
35020 ' 31 
35339 67 
35638 14 
3591 7 08 
36177 77 
TABLF. 5 ~ (Continued). 
COST FI GUR ES FOR Tl E BEST 3 CONDUCTOR COMB INAT ION W I TH 2 REPL ACEMFNTS 
TABLE INDICATES 0 OF YEARS IN ThE 
AND THE CONDUCTOR TO BE USE D FROM 
FIRST PERIOD& THE YEAR OF REPLACEMENT 
THEN UP TC THE LAST YEAR ~ 
YEAR IN 
2 
2 
2 
2 
? 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
6 
6 
2 
9 
9 
9 
12 
10 
10 
PER I OO R PL MF NT 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
7 
7 
3 
10 
10 
10 
13 
11 
11 
YEAR L AST 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
COT+ 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
5 ~ CO 
4 ~ 00 
3 ' CO 
F 00 
F 00 
I ~ OC 
1 ~ CO 
1 F 00 
I Ol 
1 Ol 
1 ~ 01 
2 ~ 01 
2 ~ CI 
2 ~ 01 
3, 01 
3 ~ OI 
F 01 
4 ~ 01 
4 ~ 01 
4, Cl 
2843 F 07 
3362 11 
3794 ~ 90 
4192 F 81 
4747 ' 08 
5143 76 
5690 ' 35 
6260 ' 64 
6782 ~ 93 
7253 18 
7839 ' 20 
8444 43 
90 22 ~ 87 
9579, 45 
100 94 ~ 89 
10689 F 53 
11309. 89 
11845 ' 41 
12436 ' 28 
130 74 ~ 82 
ACSR(MCMI TOTAL COST PM 
TABLE 6. i'hree Conductor Combinations. 
YEARS IN 1 PERIOD RPLNENT YEAR LAST YH GL3TAL AGSH(LLLGNL) TOTAL GOST 
15 
13 
13 
13 
13 
16 
19 
19 
24 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
25 
28 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
29 
28 
30 
30 
30 
36 
35 
36 
36 
36 
16 
14 
14 
14 
14 
17 
20 
20 
25 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
26 
29 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
30 
29 
31 
31 
31 
37 
36 
37 
37 
37 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
11 
11 
11 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
14 
15 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
20 
22 
22 
24 
24 
24 
25 
27 
27 
28 
29 
29 
32 
32 
33 
33 
33 
226 ~ 80 
226 ~ 80 
226 ~ 80 
226 ~ 80 
300 F 00 
336, 40 
397 ~ 53 
397 ' 50 
4 77 ~ co 
605 ' 50 
605 50 
ecs. so 
605 F 50 
605. c3 
66o ~ 60 
795 ~ CO 
rss. oo 
900 ~ 00 
900 ~ CO 
900 ~ OO 
954 00 
1113 ' Co 
1 113 00 
11 92 ~ 50 
1272 ~ OO 
1272 ~ OC 
1510 50 
Lclo, so 
1 590 ~ CO 
LS90. OO 
1590, 00 
1 3698 ~ 82 
14207 ~ 49 
14859 F 10 
15541 ' 95 
161 61 ~ 80 
L6835 ~ 04 
17406, 95 
18085 51 
18790, 37 
19197, 36 
198 34 94 
20496 05 
21 1 85 ~ 01 
21906 ' 42 
22603 F 88 
23352 ' 21 
240 34, 62 
24671, 16 
25421, 18 
26209, 41 
26980 
27720. 40 
28479 ~ 71 
291 54 ~ 50 
29742 34 
30329 ~ 46 
30841 93 
31319 
~ 43 
31732 F 73 
3214' 63 
32537 ' 31 
A . LE (Gon. inuei'. r. 
ARS IN 1 PERIOD RPLMENT YEAR LAST YR CD' ACSR(MCM) TOTAL COST EW 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
1 590 ~ 00 
159' OO 
1590 F 00 
1590eoo 
1590 F 00 
1590. Cn 
1590 ~ 00 
32900 ' 57 
33240 F 07 
33557 ' 36 
33853 ' 88 
34131 F 01 
34390 ' 01 
34632 ~ 07 
TABLE 6 ~ (Continued). 
COAIPARAT I VE R 8 SL LT S FOR THE CASF STUDY OF 3 CONDUCTOR 5 1 2 REPLACEMENTS 
TABLE SHOWS ECCNCMIC CHOICE WITH RESPECT TO PREV IOUS CASE 
FUME ER OF YEARS MOST ECONOMIC CASE TOTAL COST 
CONDUCTOR STUDY NUMBER 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
I 6 
17 
18 
19 
Z 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
22! I ~ 95 
2639 21 
3045 ' 9Z 
3577 16 
4131, 42 
452' 46 
5075 F 04 
564 5 ~ 33 
6216 ~ 16 
6f:63 ~ 32 
7249 ' 34 
7830, 52 
84f 8 96 
901 2. 45 
948 9, 89 
1006 4 ' 54 
I 0704, 89 
TABLE 7 ~ Comparative Resu1ts ~ (Three Conductor Case) 
NUMBER OF YEARS I'IOST ECONOMIC CASE TOTAL COST 
CONDUCTOR STUDY NUMBER 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 127 4 ~ 52 
11831 00 
12469 ~ 55 
1 3025 ~ Hl 
13636, 29 
14297 ' 89 
14939 ' 68 
1557H 87 
16287 WHO 
16941 ' 54 
1768 1 13 
18334 F 04 
19051 ' 31 
19662 ~ 69 
2032 3, 79 
21012. 76 
21734, 1 7 
22492 F 88 
23294. 08 
24034, 62 
246/1 16 
25421 ' 18 
26209 ~ 41 
26980, 57 
27720, 40 
28479 71 
TABLE 7 ~ (Continued) ~ 
NUMBER OR YEARS 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
MOST ECONOKIC CASE 
CONDUCTOR STUDY NURSER 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
TOTAL COST 
29154 ' 50 
29742, 34 
30329 ' 46 
30841 ' 93 
31319 43 
31732 ' 73 
32148 ' 63 
32537 31 
32900 ' 57 
33240 ' 07 
33557 36 
33853, 88 
34131 F 01 
34390 01 
34632 ~ 07 
TAELE 7. (Continued). 
COST F IGUR ES FCR ThE BEST 4 CONDUCTOR COMBINATION Ill TH 3 REPLACEMENTS 
TABLE INDICATES 4 OF YEARS IN THE 
AND THE CONDUCTOR TO BE USED FROM 
F I EST PER IOD ~ THE YEAR OF REPLACEMENT 
THEN UP TO THE LAST YEAR ~ 
YEARS IN I 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
3 
9 
9 
9 
12 
12 
12 
le 
PERIOD RPL MENT 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
7 
5 
4 
10 
10 
10 
13 
13 
13 
17 
YEAR L AST 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
la 
17 
18 
19 
0 
21 
22 
23 
CDT4 
3 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
ln 
10 
I 0 
11 
ACSRI MCM) 
4 ~ 00 3, 00 
2 ~ GO 
2 ~ 00 
1 ~ 00 
1 ~ 00 
1 ~ 00 
1 ~ 01 
I 01 
1, 01 
2 ~ 01 
F 01 
F 01 
F 01 
F 01 
3 ~ 01 
4 ~ 01 
4 ~ 01 
4 ~ 01 
226 F 80 
TOTAL COST Pll 
3882 ~ 28 
4376 33 
4809 11 
5363 ' 38 
5768, 15 
6314, 74 
688' 03 
729' 82 
7860 ~ 52 
844e. 54 
9055 ' 46 
9614, 97 
10142 ' 60 
10705 29 
11299 93 
11920 ?9 
12430, 1! 
13042 ' 18 
13680 ' 72 
14298, 53 
TA3LE 8. SeSt Four Conductor Combinations 
~ 
RS I'. i 1 PERIOD RPLMENT Y gk LgST YR CDT31 ACSR(MCM) TOTAL COST 
13 
13 
13 
13 
16 
19 
?4 
22 
22 
22 
22 
26 
25 
26 
26 
27 
26 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
36 
35 
36 
36 
36 
36 
14 
14 
14 
14 
17 
20 
20 
25 
23 
23 
23 
23 
27 
26 
27 
27 
28 
27 
35 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
37 
36 
37 
37 
37 
37 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3Q 
31 
32 
33 
34 
3 c 
36 
37 
38 
39 
4C 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
5 0 
51 
5 
53 
54 
11 
11 
11 
12 
13 
14 
14 
15 
18 
18 
18 
18 
20 
20 
21 
22 
24 
24 
27 
28 
29 
29 
30 
31 
31 
32 
32 
33 
33 
33 
33 
226 ~ 80 
226 F 80 
226 ~ 80 
300, 00 
336 ' 40 
397 50 
397, 50 
477 00 
eos. sQ 
605 5C 
ecs. so 
605 ' 50 
666 ~ 60 
eee. eo 
715 ' 50 
795 CQ 
9 C'C QC 
900, 00 
1113 F 00 
1192 F 50 
127?, 00 
1 272 ~ CC 
1351, Cn 
1431 ~ CQ 
143l nQ 
1510 ~ 50 
1510 ~ 50 
159 ~ CO 
1593 ~ CC 
1590 ~ CO 
1590 ~ 00 
14792 F 49 
15444 ' 09 
16126 ' 95 
16 746 ~ 80 
17422 13 
180 11 94 
18690. 50 
19361 ' 57 
19902 ' 64 
20440. 22 
211 n 1 32 
21790 ' 29 
22491 95 
23175 ' 09 
239C'F 05 
24579 46 
25259 ~ 51 
25998 62 
?6686. 40 
27374, 34 
29C 58 ~ 89 
28778 15 
29 3 39 ~ n6 
29946, 4h 
30507, 97 
30997 ' 43 
31473. 80 
31888 ' 22 
32304 F 12 
32692 ' l31 
33056 ' 07 
ARLY / q wo Vit ir 200, 
YEARS LN 1 PERIOD RPLbitlVT YEAR LAS ' YR GDTg ACSR( liCi~I) TOTAL COST P6 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
1590 ~ 00 
1590 F 00 
1590 F 00 
1590 F 00 
1590 F 00 
1590 ~ 00 
33395 ' 57 
33712 ~ 85 
34009 38 
34286, 51 
34545 ' 51 
34787 56 
TABLE 8. (Continued). 
73 
YEAR RATE OE CURREHT CROWTH 
8 ';)'' j3 o7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
30 
31. Z 
32 ' 5 
33. 8 
35 F 1 
36. 5 
38 
39. 5 
01. 1 
02. 7 
46. 2 
48 
50 
52 
54 
56. 2 
58. 4 
60. 8 
63. 2 
65 7 
68. 36 
71 
74. 
76. 9 
80 
83. 2 
86. 5 
30 
32. 4 
35 
37 8 
40. 8 
07. 6 
51. 4. 
55 5 
60 
6LI. . 8 
70 
75. 6 
81. 6 
88. 1 
95 ' 2 
102. 8 
111 
119. 9 
129. 5 
139. 8 
151 
163. 1 
176. 1 
190. 2 
205 ' 5 
221. 9 
240 
30 
33-9 
38. 3 
Q ) 3 
08. 9 
55 ' 2 
62. 5 
70. 6 
79. 8 
90. 1 
101, 9 
115 1 
130 
107 
166 
187. 6 
212 
239. 6 
270 7 
305. 9 
345 7 
390 7 
441. 4 
098. 8 
563. 6 
636. 9 
719 7 
813. 3 
Table 9. Effective Current (Amperes) 
74 
YEA R 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34. 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54. 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
6o 
~j~o 
90 
93. 6 
97 ' 3 
101. 2 
105. 2 
109. 4 
113. 8 
118. 4. 
123 1 
128 
133 2 
138. 5 
144 
150 
155 8 
162 
168. 5 
175. 2 
182. 2 
189. 5 
197 1 
205 
213. 2 
221 ' 7 
z3o. 6 
Z39. 8 
249. 4 
259. 4 
z69. 8 
280. 6 
291. 8 
303 5 
8 g'o 
258. 8 
269. 5 
301. 8 
326 
352 1 
380. 2 
410. 7 
443. 6 
79 
517. 4 
558. 8 
6o3. 5 
651. 7 
703. 9 
76o. z 
821 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
H&0 
850 
850 
850 
85o 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
85o 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
850 
'lable 9. (continuation) 
75 
Before making any final conclusions it may be neces- 
sary to look at the results found if only two conductors 
were used for sixty years. From Table 4 it is found 
that this corresponds to conductor (29) from year (26) 
to year sixty and in the first period the best choice 
of a single conductor for a period of (25) years, Table 
¹8 
25 
¹29 
60 
Figure 13. Replacement Scheduled. Sample case. (Two conductor case) 
Ideal Case 
When a conductor is replaced, its salvage value 
is strongly dependent on its past history. Strains put 
on a conductor by weather, overloads, maintenance and 
some other factors contributes to the unpredictability 
of the salvage value estimation. This, so called ideal 
case pertains to the condition where the unamortized 
value of the conductor at any year of replacement coin- 
cides with the salvage value of the conductor at that 
year. If the basic reasoning is followed in estimating 
the cost of a replacement installation annuities on the 
investment of the original installation are extended 
76 
over the life of the second installation, at least until 
the original investment has been completely amortized. 
As it was explained in a previous section this series 
of uniform costs in the future can be represented by 
means of discounting factors by a single lump sum at the 
time of replacement, This constitutes a positive cost 
at the time of replacement. By the definition of the 
ideal case, the salvage value at this year will be equal 
to the last quantity. Since the salvage value is a 
negative cost it will exactly nullify the effects of the 
unamortized cost. Since this equality holds for all 
years under study, the calculations of the unamortized 
cost and the estimation of the salvage value of the con- 
ductor becomes completely unnecessary. In program lan- 
guage this is translated to making the control variable 
USABLE equal to zero as well as the proportionality fac- 
tor for the salvage value CVALUE(K)=K1=0. This will 
make the annuities on the old installation after its 
replacement and its salvage value equal to zero, thus 
producing the desired effect. It should be mentioned, 
however, that removeal cost of the conductor at the time 
of replacement is always included. The following schedule 
for the same system described in the sample case, was 
obtained. 
77 
¹7 ¹11 ¹18 ¹33 
13 23 35 60 
Figure 14. Replacement Schedule. Ideal Case. 
Further results of this case, and the different 
rates of current growth are listed in Table 10. 
Non-reusable Conductor 
For several reasons, it is possible to have a con- 
ductor installed in a line even though its salvage 
value will be zero at the year of replacement. For a 
growing load it is almost certain that a replacement 
should occur long before the physical life of the con- 
ductor is over. Since its salvage value is zero, the 
undepreciated capital still has to be depreciated over 
the life of the new installation. This is done in the 
program by making KI=CVALUE=O, and USABLE=1. Another 
way of representing these conditions will be by appro- 
priately choosing the value of the parameter shape. See 
Figure 15 (shape = 10) . By choosing a fast decaying 
exponential function for the salvage value curve the zero 
salvage value assumption can be readily approximated. 
GROWT 
RATE OE 
CURRENT 
IDEAL 
CASE. 
PERIOD 
FOUR CONDUCTORS 
(3 REPLACEMENTS) 
1 2 
THREE CONDUCTORS 
(2 REPLACEMENTS) 
2 CONDUCTS. 
(1 REPL. ) 
1 Cd. 
YEARS 
CONDUCTO 
1-16 17-32 33-47 
12 
48-60 
18 
1-24 25-45 46-60 
18 
1-27 28-60 1-60 
10 
COST $/m' 
PERIOD 1 2 
81 141 14188 14412 17109 
YEARS 1-13 14-23 24-35 36-60 1-19 20-35 36-60 1-25 26-60 1-60 
8 $ CONDUCTO 
COST $/m 
PERIOD 1 2 
333 
18 33 18 
33689 
29 
358 23 
22 
55780 
YEARS 1-6 7-13 14-22 23-60 1-12 13-22 23-60 1-18 19-60 1-60 
CONDUCTO 10 18 10 33 
COST $/m 58817 58858 61104 84470 
(+ denotes optimum policy) 
TABLE 10. Results f' or Ideal case. 
SALVAGE 
(g/mi/c 
1. 
SHAPE = . 01 
~ 75 SHAPE = . 1 
SHAPE = 1 
. 375 SHAPE = 10 
3 6 12 18 30 36 42 time 
(years) 
FIGURE 15. Salvage value curves. 
80 
¹18 ¹33 
19 37 60 
Figure 16. Replacement Schedule. Scrap conductor. 
Figure 16, represents the results obtained for this 
type of installation using the basic parameters of the 
sample model. By straight reasoning it is seen that by 
eliminating the costs reducing effects of the salvage 
value the overall costs of the installations, in com- 
parison with other cases, is increased. 
The number of replacements is generally decreased 
due to increases in revenue requirement produced by 
extending the recovery charges of old conductors to the 
annual costs of the new installations. This will 
obviously tend to offset the savings produced by instal- 
ling a larger conductor as the current increases. A new 
installation will be characterized not only by reduced 
annuities on energy and demand losses but will possess 
a higher annuity on investment cost than that normally 
produced by a non-zero salvage value conductor. Table 11 
shows results obtained for a similar case but different 
rates of current growth. 
GROWTH 
RATE 0. 
CURREN 
SALVAGE 
VALUE=O 
PERIOD 
FOUR CONDUCTORS 
(3 REPLACEMENTS) 
THREE CONDUCTORS 
(2 REPLACEMENTS) 
1 2 
2 CONDUCTS. 1 Cd. 
(1 REPL. ) 
YEARS 1-27 28-49 50-60 1-29 30-60 1-60 
(XDUCTOR 7 11 18 13 10 
OST $/mi 
PERIOD 
YEARS 1-11 12-23 24-37 38-60 
14840 
1 2 
1-19 20-37 38-60 1-25 
21 17109 
26-60 1-60 
ONDUCTOR 10 18 33 18 33 9 29 22 
OST $/mi 
PERIOD 
YEARS 
366 03 35693 
1 2 
1-9 10-20 
365 
21-60 1-18 
08 55780 
19-60 1-60 
13 CONDUCTO 10 33 
COST $/m' 
(+ denotes optimum policy) 
62557 62547 84470 
TABLE 11. Result Tor SALVAGE = 0 case. 
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Salva e Value Modelin 
Figures 16 and 17 present some of the different 
salvage value approximations that can be achieved by 
changing the exponential coefficient of the salvage 
value equation. This is equivalent in the program to 
assigning different values to the variable SHAPE. Small 
values of SHAPE will tend to make the salvage value equal 
to a prescribed value throughout the life of the conduc- 
tor. The larger this constant value the smaller the 
number of replacements that will be permissible. The 
inverse is also true, that the smaller the constant, the 
larger the number of replacements that are permitted. 
The equation for the salvage value, (see Appendix), 
presented in the program defines a non-increasing type 
of function. If there happens to be a case where the 
salvage value is expected to exceed the original cost 
of the conductor at the time of replacement a more suit- 
able equation should be defined by the user. In any 
case, the one stated in the program will fit most prac- 
tical cases. 
The salvage value of the conductor cost is assumed 
to be proportional to the original cost of the conductor 
itself. Installation costs are excluded. The propor- 
tionality coefficient CVALUE(K), is a function of the 
conductor in question and provides a mean of dealing with 
SAI VAGE 
$/mi/c 
1. 0 
~ 75 
SHAPE = . 707 SHAPE = . 25 
SHAPE = . 5 
~ 375 
3 6 12 30 36 42 time 
, 'years) 
FIGURE 17 ~ Salvage value curves ~ 
GROWTH SALVAGE 
RATE OF VALUE $0 
CURREN 
PERIOD 
FOUR CONDUCTORS 
(3 REPLACEMENTS) 
THREE CONDUCTORS 
(2 REPLACEMENTS) 
2 CONDUCTS. 
(1 REPL. ) 
1 Cd. 
YEARS 2-19 20-37 38-6O 1-19 20-37 38-6o 1-z5 z6-6o 1-60 
CONDUCTO 
SHAPE ' COS T 10 
18 
36z51 
33 18 
5678 
29 
36508 
22 
55780 
8 $ 
SHAPE— 
PERIOD 
YEARS 
CONDUCTO 
1-10 11-22 
10 
23-36 
18 
37-6O 
33 
1-19 20-36 37-6o 1-25 z6-6o 
29 
1-60 
22 
1/2 COST $/m 
PER IOD 
347 87 4632 177 55780 
13 0 
SHAPE- 
YEARS 
CONDUCTO 
1-5 6-13 14-23 
18 
24-6O 
33 
1-10 11-20 21-6O 1-18 
10 
19-60 
33 
1-6O 
1/2 COST $/m' 
(+ denotes optimum policy) 
61181 6O631 61773 8447O 
TABLE 12. Results Tor SALVAGE VALUE p 0 case. 
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different salvage value behavior for each conductor. 
Associated with the salvage value is the removal cost 
of the conductor since the first cannot be obtained 
without the realization of the second. It is assumed 
to be proportional to the installation cost of the con- 
ductor alone. A coefficient of proportionality, as a 
function of the conductor CRENOV(K), is provided also. 
Inflation effects can be included when desired. 
Constant Load 
Nore as a check to the structure of the program 
than anything else, a run was made where the load 
current was assumed constant for the length of the 
period under study. The results were consistent with 
Kelvin's Law. The optimum conductor was that for which 
the difference between the annual costs of losses and 
annual cost of investment was a minimum. Since a 
conductor cannot be in service forever the year of re- 
placement will be that in which the physical status of 
the installation requires it. 
Increasin , Annually corn ounded load 
In most actual cases, the load in any given area 
is effectively increasing each year or at least is a 
non-decreasing function of time. Independent of the 
shape of the load cycle in a given year, the total losses 
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produced by energy transportation can be represented by 
an effective current in that year. According to how 
fast this effective current is predicted to increase 
every year an appropriate rate of growth for an annually 
compounded current can be found. The faster the load 
increases the larger this number should be. As in any 
physical system, the load cannot keep growing forever, 
in a given line, since eventually it will exceed the 
capacity of the larger conductor available. Even with 
bundle installations, they are designed to carry up to 
a maximum load. In distribution lines, especially in 
residential areas, the load density which is propor- 
tional to the area population will eventually level 
off primarily due to space limitations. In view of the 
results obtained, in order to obtain any relevant solu- 
tions the period of study should be extended a few years 
over that in which the load becomes more or less stable. 
By increasing the current rate it was seen that 
replacements occur at an earlier date than with a lower 
rate. Since the higher the rate the faster it reaches 
the limiting value of the current, the sooner it becomes 
economically feasible to install the larger conductors. 
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CK=4% 
27 
¹11 
49 
¹18 
CK=8% ¹9 ¹18 
37 
¹33 
CK=139 ¹6 ¹13 
20 
¹33 
Figure 18. Effect of change in the rate 
of current growth. (Zero Salvage Value) 
Interest and Inflation Rates 
This section will summarize some of the effects 
in optimum replacement policy observed to be caused 
by using relatively extreme values of interest rate. 
It is important to note that changes in interest 
rate are clearly reflected in the calculation of the 
capital recovery factor. Costs charged to insurance, 
taxes and similar terms may be influenced somehow by 
variations in interest rate. It is then necessary to 
make the appropriate adjustments in these quantities 
before proceeding to the actual computations. 
An interest rate of 3% was considered with all 
other parameters in the study being similar to those in 
the sample case. A new capital recovery factor was cal- 
culated assn!!!lug equal amor ti zat ion ps r iod. Annui tips 
on taxes, insurance, operation and maintenance expenses 
remained unchanged !iuring the study. "he magnitude of 
the energy and demand cost increases rapidly causinc a 
larger conductor to be installed soo! cr. in order to 
reduce energy losses. Just how » ar'. y !i '. -, . s d» pends on 
how much the savings in energy co"! s, . ;!= ups». t hy the 
increases in investment costs. The corresponding decrease 
in capital recovery factor, due to the lower interest 
rate, while not affecting the energy component it effec- 
tively reduces I he fixed charges annuities thus allow- 
ing larger conductors to be pres!. . nt earlier in the 
schedule . Table I 3 shows the results obtained by using 
a 3% and a 12% interest rate. 
By increasing the interest rate, re1ative contribu- 
tions of costs in the future are greatly reduced. The 
corresponding increase in capital recovery factor en- 
hances the proportion of total annual cost due to i. nvest- 
ment annuities. A consequence of the above, is to have 
smaller conductors installed so that energy losses would 
more or less balance the annuities on investment. 
Inflation rates and their overall effects on replace- 
ment policy were also studied. As previosuly described, 
the program allows for four different types of inflation 
INTE 
REST 
RATE. 
OK=8/o 
SHAPE=1/2 
ERIOD 
FOUR CONDUCTORS 
(3 REPLACEMENTS) 
THREE CONDUCTORS 
(2 REPLACEMENTS) 
2 CONDUCTS. 
(1 REPL. ) 
1 Cd. 
YEARS 
CONDUCTO 
2-18 19-33 34-60 
18 
1-17 18-33 34-60 1-28 29-60 
33 
1-60 
26 
COST $/m 
PERIOD 
1116 27 11010 112773 9153 
YEARS 1-12 13-24 25-37 38-60 1-14 15-31 32-60 1-21 22-60 1-60 
12 $ CONDUCTO 10 18 32 12 28 22 22 
COST g/m' 77 13324. 13955 3266' 
(" denotes opt. mum policy) 
TABLE 13. Results for Interest Rate case. 
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rates, on energy, demand, labor and conducting material. 
Table 14 shows the results obtained by assuming 
a similar inflation rate for all four components. No 
definite conclusions can be made since costs in invest- 
ment and energy losses are both inflated at the same 
rate. In order to see the definite effect of each of 
these factors separately, a run with only the energy 
and demand costs inflated and then another one with the 
investment costs inflated was made. 
With inflation rates on the energy and demand com- 
ponents the overall effect is an increase in the annui- 
ties of these components. Consequently larger conduc- 
tors are admitted earlier in the replacement schedule. 
Since the energy and demand losses, in the given condi- 
tions, constitute most of the annual cost a way of 
reducing them is to introduce larger conductors earlier 
in the study so as to reduce the I R losses. How large 2 
these conductors should be and how soon should they be 
put in the line depends on what effect these decisions 
have on the total cost. 
Inflation effects on labor and material costs only 
strongly contrast with those in the previous case. The 
weighing factors are now reflected on the investment 
costs producing a total annual cost which is highly depen- 
RATE 0 
N FLA 
TION 
SHAPE=1/ 
0K=8/0 
PERIOD 
POUR CONDUCTORS 
( 3 R EPLACENENTS) 
THREE CONDUCTORS 
(2 REPLACEMENTS) 
2 CONDUCTS. 
(1 REPL. ) 
1 Cd. 
LABOR 
MATER 
ENERGY 
DEhV ND 
YEARS 
CONDUCTO 
COST $/m' 
PERIOD 
2-23 
10 
09225 
24-60 
33 
1-z3 24-60 
10 33 
108603 
1-60 
29 
6046 
LABOR 
YEARS 
CONDUCTO 
2-21 
18 
2z-6o 
22 
1-21 zz-60 
22 
1-6O 
COST g/m' 
PERIOD 
51701 509 57281 
YEARS 
ENERGY 
1-8 9-18 19-28 29-60 1-15 16-28 29-60 1-22 z3-6o 1-60 
CONDUCTO 6 
COST Q/m' 
10 
82715 
18 33 
82328 
10 
83191 
29 
3649 
" denotes optimum po icy 
TABLE 14. Results for Inflation case. 
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dent or. the type of installation. Consequently, the 
choosing of a small conductor will be favored. 
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CHAPTER V 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Dealing with Existin Conductor Installations 
A frequent situation will be that of installations 
already in existence prior to the study. So far, it has 
been assumed that the project under study is in the 
design stage. The extension of the ideas developed in 
this thesis to systems with installations already in 
service can be shown to be of practical and economic 
advantage. 
Three parameters are introduced which will suffi- 
ciently describe this condition in the program. OLDCDT 
(old conductor) represents the appropriate number that 
identifies the conductor of the existing installation. 
NYRSUP (number of years up) stands for the number of 
years the installation has been in service. This para- 
meter is needed to calculate the salvage value. CWORTH 
is defined as the ratio of the present worth of the old 
installation over the cost of a similar installation 
today. In order to account for the fact that the con- 
ductor is installed before any replacements are intro- 
duced, computations made for all intervals of time 
starting at the beginning of the study, that is M=1, have 
to be made using the values related to the existing 
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conductor only. In this matter, the conductor in ques- 
tion is forced to appear in all possible strategies and 
before any replacement. This is the desired effect 
since the existing conductor should certainly appear as 
the initial installation in any proposed schedule. What 
the program has executed at this point, is a search for 
the optimum replacement policy given that conductor X 
is in the line. Note that X may be replaced by any 
other conductor of interest, in order to observe the 
effects that changing initial conductor has an optimum 
replacement policy. 
By proper modifications, it is also possible to 
force a given conductor in any of the replacement 
periods. This can be done in order to study changes 
in replacement policy caused by introducing certain con- 
ductors in the intermediate periods of the replacement 
schedule. 
Bundled and Mixed Installations 
In many cases, specifically transmission lines, the 
utilization of bundle conductors becomes a major consi- 
deration. Naturally whenever load growth is involved 
the potential for replacements is always present. The 
question rises on the possibility of introducing bundle 
replacements to single line installations. 
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A method of dealing with all these cases besides 
the regular one of single line conductors being replaced 
by similar installations, is presented in a way that 
the whole set of alternatives is treated at the same 
time 
Corona losses are assumed to be negligibly small 
in comparison with regular line losses. Nonetheless 
they can be included if desired by the user. This may 
be done by adding a term to the energy loss equation in 
order to account for the corona losses. 
The basic idea in the incorporation of bundling 
and mixed replacements into the program is based on 
treating the bundle conductors as if they were another 
type of conductor with their own specific resistances, 
weights and current carrying capacities. Consequently, 
the dimension of the vectors R(NCON), W(NCON), CURCAP 
(NCON) has to be doubled. That is, NCON (number of con- 
ductors in study) is doubled. Since bundled conductors 
are assumed to be formed among conductors of the same 
size, the net effect of an n-bundle conductor is to 
decrease the resistance by a factor of 1/n and increase 
the weight and the capacity to the line by n. 
These operations are easily introduced in the 
program. By extending the size of the matrix defined 
in Figure 6, more specifically by doubling it, the hard- 
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ware and structural costs incurred when changing from a 
small conductor to a larger one or from a single con- 
ductor line to bundle installations can be stored in a 
systematic way. A method of implementing this idea into 
the program would be to aggregate a term to TMIN(I, 
NFINAL), essentially the adequate entry of the struc- 
tural costs matrix, EXTCOS(I, J) where I represents the 
old conductor and J the new one being installed. More 
concisely, for the two conductor case, when the first 
replacement is introduced, this term becomes: 
EXTCOS(I, J) =EXTCOS(NN(1, I), NN(IPLUS1, NFINAL)) 
(24) I J 
Where I and J represent the best installations res- 
pectively in the two intervals of time defined by (1, I) 
and (I+1, NFINAL) . When two or more replacements are 
introduced the corresponding entry becomes: 
EXTCOS (I 
~ 
J) EXTCOS (NN (NNL (NCDTS g I) +1 I I ) pNN (IPLUS1 ~NFINAL) ) 
(2&) 
NNL(NCDTS, I+1) denotes the starting year for a replace- 
ment in the previous case, the n-1 conductor case for 
a total of I years. The letter n stands for the total 
number of conductors in the study. So, for two or more 
replacements, n&3. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
A point to stress in this thesis is in regard to 
the inherent flexibility with which the program is 
designed. 
Conductors to be used in the study may be deter- 
mined according to existent stock, storage capabilities 
and any other limitations presented by the user. 
Inflationary rates are free to be chosen by the 
user. Although the program is designed with a built- 
in expression of the yearly load in terms of its com- 
pound rate of growth, it can be replaced by another one 
or by just reading in the expected load as a part of 
the data. In dealing with the salvage value, figure 16 & 17 
shows a family of curves, representing this parameter 
that can be obtained with different modeling factors 
SHAPE. If the user prefers to use his own expression 
he may do so without affecting the rest of the program. 
In order to obtain any reliable results, the period 
under study should be made long enough so that events 
far enough in the future would have no repercussions on 
short term policies obtained for the first few years. 
The criterion for choosing where far enough should be 
depends mostly on the load variations during the period 
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of study. This was determined according to results 
obtained for the different cases studied. Results ob- 
tained for the 4:, 8%, 13% rates of current growth, 
show that the sooner the load approached a limiting 
value, between certain tolerances, the shorter the 
period under study would have to be in order to obtain 
relevant results. 
Even when the results obtained may not be definite 
in as far as its realization over the period under 
study is concerned, they constitute the best possible 
strategy to follow in order to minimize revenue require- 
ments. 
If some of the economic factors used in the study 
exceed certain expected tolerances before the year of 
a replacement, a new study should be done at that time 
that will accomodate the unexpected changes. 
In any case, the policy found for a given number of 
years is a result of the original data and the solution 
to the optimization problem given those initial condi- 
tions. 
A general approach to bundling installations and 
their replacement as well as to single conductors with 
bundled installations is devised. A solution which in- 
corporates the diversity of costs between different 
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installation structures is given, with the appropriate 
modifications to the structure of the program in order 
to encompass all these cases. 
By proper utilization of these results, storage 
space as well as production cost can be considerably 
improved for any given utility company. 
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APPENDIX 
Kelvin's Law E uation 
For a fixed current the annual cost of a conductor 
installation is given by: 
AC(R) = K I R + K /R 2 (A-1) 
Annual Energy Cost Annual Investment Cost 
where Kl and K2 are appropriate proportionality constants. 
dAC (R) 2 2 
dr 1 2 (A-2) 
Setting the derivative equal to zero and noting that the 
second derivative is positive. The minimum R that will 
minimize this equation is: 
2 K 
2 I Kl (A-3) 
Note that the minimum occurs at the point where 
the slope of the annual energy curve equals the negative 
slope of the annual investment curve, Figure A-l. 
Annual 
Cost Total Annual Cost 
Annual 
Investment 
Cost 
Annual Energy Cost 
Area of Conductor 
Figure A-1 
Annual costs of a conductor installation 
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For this equation to hold, the linear variation on 
investment must originate at zero. A necessary condi- 
tion is that energy costs must be inversely proportional 
and investment cost directly proportional to the area of 
the conductor. 
Cost E uations 
The total annual cost of a conductor installation 
may be given by: 
AC (R N) AI (R N) +AEC (RiN) +ADC (R N) (A-4) 
where, 
AC(R, N): Total annual cost of conductor R at year N. 
AI(R, N): Annual investment cost of conductor R at year N. 
AEC(R, N): Annual energy cost of conductor R at year N. 
ADC(R, N): Annual demand cost of conductor R at year N. 
AI (R, N) n(weight) (cost of conductor + cost to install)(capital recovery factor 
+ annual percentage of insurance, taxes and maintenance cost) 
(A-5) 
AEC(R, N) 
ADC(R, N) 
n (hours in year (resistance) (current 
at year N)2 (loss factor)(cost of kw-hr. ) /1000. 
n(resistance) (current at year N) 2 (cost of demand losses)/1000. 
(A-6) 
(A-7) 
Total 
Cost = (Pst. 
Worth) 
AC (R, n) /(1+i) — SALVAGE (R I) 
(R -R 1)/(1+i) 
(A-8) 
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where 
0 if R R 
-1 6(R -R 1) 
1 if R ~ R 1 
(A-9) 
R : Conductor in service at year n. n 
SALVAGE (R 1): (Salvage value of the 
conductor at year n-1) — (Unamortized (A-10) 
value of same conductor) - (cost to 
remove). 
Load Approximation 
I (n) = I (L+CK) 0 
Initial current 
(A-11) 
n : Year of interest 
I(n): Current at that year 
I(n) = K iff i(n))K (A-12) 
where K is the maximum value the current can take. 
Salvage Value equation 
f(x) = CC(K) exp((SHAPE) X/ (X-APE)) if 
X)APE 
0 otherwise 
(A-13) 
where 
CC(K): Cost of conductor K 
f (x): Salvage value of coductor K after 
X years of use 
SHAPE: Modeling parameter 
APE: Amortization period 
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Discrete Interest Formulas 
Time value of money considerations are essential in 
most relevant economic studies. Costs occurring at 
different stages in the time scale can only be related 
to one another by appropriate discounting of compounding 
factors. Factors of this type encountered in the solu- 
tion of the problem will be briefly explained and sum- 
marized. 
The concept of rate of interest or cost of money 
is the fundamental idea behind the existence of the so 
called compounding and discounting factors and some 
others derived of these which are frequently used in 
economic analysis. 
Rate of interest is defined as the minimum accept- 
able interest paid to the suppliers of capital for the 
right to invest their money in a given installation. 
SPPWF, which stands for single payment present 
worth factor, represents the discounting factor. Given 
a sum of money in the future, S, its present value today, 
is given by: 
P = S 1 (1+i) (A-14) 
where n = year in the future 
i = interest rate 
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SPCAF, single payment compound amount factor, given 
a present sum P, What will be its future worth S at 
the end of n periods. 
S = P (1+i) (A-15) 
CRF, capital recovery factor produces the future 
series of end-of-period payments that will just recover 
a present sum P over n periods with compound interest i. 
(A-16) 
USPWF, uniform series present worth factor, pro- 
duces the present worth of a series of end-of-period 
payments R for n periods at compound interest i. 
(1+i) -1 
k(1+i) (A 
— 17) 
I 
2 
3 
//%OPT IONS 
lhTFGEP CLDCCT, CDTCAF(40), APE 
REAL K I ~ K2«NVLFF I 
OIMFhS ION R(40) 
~ W(40) ACL & 40 ~ 80 
ATPW(4C ~ 80) «CURPEh(80) «SPPWF (80) 
WPACO ( I 0 ~ BO ) ~ NCOUNT( BC), VALUE (40 
4 Nh & 80 ~ 80 ) ~ F I h )« I h (80 ) ~ TM IN (80 «80 
¹CREMOV(40) «CVALUE(40) «TPWWSA(40 
4&80) 
RFAD ~ CURENO 
~ N «CK ~ DI «CCChD ~ Cl hST 
)«PAC&40 
~ 80) ~ TAC(40 80) ~ PW(40 ~ 80) « 
«CCNDUC (40 ) ~ TPWM IN( 80 ~ 80 ) ~ 
~ BC) ~ REMOVE& 40 ~ 80) SALVAG(40 
~ 80) 
) 
~ 
NNL & I 0 ~ 80 ) ~ NC( I 0 ~ 80 ) ~ T TM IN ( 8 0) ~ 
«Bo) ~ PACCRF(40 «80) ~ CURCAP(40 ) ~ USPWF 
~ 
IF F ~ CKWHRL «CKWL «NCOh 
~ FL ~ TOM I ~ APE 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
C 
C KI=CCEFF ICIEhT CF SALVACE VALUE 
C K2~OEF ICCIENT OF REMOVAL COST 
C SHAPE=MODEL ING E 7PC NEKT OF THE SALVAGE VALUE CURVE 
C 
READ 
~ 
K I ~ K2 ~ SHAPE 
R F AD ~ C INFL I ~ C INF). 2 «C I NFL 3, C I NFL 4 
READ ~ (R ( I ) «W & I ) ~ I= I 
~ 
hCCh ) 
R EAD «& CONDI C& I ) ~ I= I ~ hCON) 
RFAD ~ &CUFCAP&k) 
~ 
K=1 «hCGN) 
C 
C IF AN OLD CONDUCTOR IS IN THE L INF PRIOR TO INSTALLATION 
C 0& DCDT= ASS I GhFD hU)«PER CF SUCH CONDUCTOR IN PROGRAM 
C CWORTH=PET, WO&TH CF SUCH CChDUCTCR Ih P U OF ORIGINAL COST C hYRSUP¹¹ CF YEARS ITS BEEN UP 
C 
10 R E A C, O L D C D T «C W O R T H ~ N Y R S U «« 
C CCKTRCL IhLECFS 
11 RF Ao ~ N PR I N T ~ L S A BL F ~ LD A TA 
C 
TABLE 15. List of Program. 
Cl 
12 
13 
14 444 
15 
16 445 
17 
I B 447 
19 
20 448 
21 449 
22 451 
23 
24 
25 12 
26 
27 
2B 
29 
IF(LDATA ~ EQ ~ 0)GC TC 451 
VR I TE( C ~ 444 ) 
FORMAT(e le ~ 29X« ~ L IST CF DATA 
WR I TE ( 5 ~ 44 51 )««C UREMIC » C K ~ I«COB 
e«T CM I ~ APE ~ C I NFL I ~ C I KFL2 
~ C I NFL 
4RTH 
~ KTRcLP 
FORMAT( ~ ~ 
~ 
~ NUMBER QF YEARS 
4 ~ »FS ~ 0 
~ 3X ~ 'RATE ='«FS 
~ 3/' ~ 
~ 4TCR CD»T($/LB) = ~ «F4 ~ 2/e e e ~ 4HF COST ce 
~ F 4 ~ 2 ~ 3X ~ »KW DFMAN 42 «3X ~ 'INTEREST RATE =' 
~ F4 ~ 2 ~ 
TAXES INS ~ F TC = «F 7 ~ 5 ~ 3X ~ («O)«O)e CONDUCTOR =' « F4 ~ 2 ~ 3X ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
»ON DEMA)«D =e«F4 ' 2«3X«' 4ef4 ~ 2«3X ~ »USABL E =' ~ F4 ' 2/ ~ ACE I)« PU = 
~ F5 ~ 3 ~ 3X ~ YEARS 
WRITE(e 
~ 447) 
FORMAT{ ~ ~ 
~ 
~ CCNCUCTQR ACSR(M 
4ENT CAPACITY(A)«FS) ~ ) 
QC 448 Kcl 
~ KCCN 
VRI TE(6 
~ 44S)K «CCI«Cl C(K) «R(K) 
FORMAT( e Ic «EX ~ F7 ~ 2 ~ EX eF7 ~ 
C CII« 7 I KUF 
F )«CO c lcCRFc TC MI 
N IMUS I = N 1 
DC 15(el 
~ 
K 
SPPWF(l )cl ~ 0/(I ~ »Al ) 44(I) USPWF(I)c((l, »A I)CCI I )/(Al IF ( I ~ FD ~ I) CC IC 22 
CURREN( I )cCLI'ENQ4( I ~ +CK ) CC( I 
e ) 
~ CCONC ~ C INST ~ CK WI RL ~ CKWL ~ FL ~ A I ~ CRF ~ 3 ~ C I NFL 4 'K 1 K 2 ~ SHAPE USABLE 
~ CLDCD 1 ~ C WQ 
UNDER STLDY = ' 
~ (3 ~ 3X e' INITIAL CURRFNT= 
NUMBER QF CONDUCTORS = 
~ I 3 ~ 3X ~ CONDUC 
INST ALLDT ICN COSTI $/LB) = 
~ F4 ~ 2 ~ 3X« KW 
COST = 
~ F4 ~ 2/ e LOSS FACTOR = 
~ F4 ~ 
3X 'CAPITAL RECOV ~ FACTOR =' 
~ F7, / ~ 
AMORTIZATION PERICD = 
~ 13/ ~ ' IKFLAT I 
ON LABOR = ' 
~ F4 ~ 2 ~ 3X 'ON ENERGY = ' F 4 2 
Kl =' «F4 «2 «3X ~ K2 =' ~ F4 ~ 2 ~ 3X ~ SHAPE 
~ «QLD CONDUCTOR c$» I3 3X ~ ~ P'W OF SUCH CF USE -" ' e 13) 
CM) RES I STANCE(D/M ) e)F IGHT( LBS/M) CURR 
~ W(K), CURCAP(K ) 
4 ~ 7X ~ FB ~ 2 ~ 10X ~ FB ~ 2) 
4( I, +A I ) 441) 
TABLE 15. (Continued) 
. 
Ce 
OD 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
4T 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
h( I ) ~ GT ~ 850 ~ ) CURREN ( I ) =850 ~ IF(CURRE 
GC T() 15 
CURREN(I 
UcPWF I TT 
CONT INUF 
DC 18 
CVALUE(K 
CFFMCV(K 
DD )e I= 
REMOVE(K 
IF(IDGE 
)= CUR ENC )=0 ~ 
22 
15 
C 
C VALUE(K e I ) I 
C 
80 
19 
1 i KCCh 
)=Kl 
)=K 2 
I ch 
c I )=3 ~ 04CRFMOV(K)4CIKSTCW(K)4(1 +CINFL2)441 
APE)CC TC 80 
5 EXPRESSED AS A PORTION OF INVESTMENT ON CONDUCTCR ONLY ~ 
EOUI S=(SHAPE41) /( I APE) 
IF(ECUIS LE ~ 25 ~ )CD TC 80 
VAL LF (Ke I ) =C VALUE(k ) 4 EXF (EGU IS ) 43 ~ 04W (K) 4CCOND 
GO TC 19 
VALUE(k ~ I)=0 ~ 0 
AKWHRL=3 ' 048760, CAFLCCKWHRLCRtk)C(CURRENT( I))442/1000 ' 0 AKWHRL= AKWHRL &( I +C I NFL 3 ) 441 
AKWL= ( 3 ~ 
CAR 
( k ) 4 C K WLC ( C l, ' 1 REN f I ) ) 4 C2 ) / 1 000 ~ 0 
AKWL=AKWL4( I ~ +C IKFL4) 441 
ACL ( K ~ I ) =AKWHRL 4 AKWL 
PAC ( K ~ I ) c3 ~ 4W (K) 4 (CCCNDC ( I ~ +C I NFL 1 ) 4 4 ( I ) +C INST 4 ( 1 +C INFL2 ) &4 [ )AFXC 
4FAUcABLE 
IF(K, KF ~ CLLCCT)CC TC 18 IF(I ~ KE I ) GC )C 18 
P AC( K ~ I )=PACI K ~ I ) 4C WORTH 
4CST 
PACCRF (K ~ I ) c3 ~ CW (K ) C (CCCN CC{ 1, +C (NFL I )CCI AC INSTC ( 1 ~ +CIKFL 2) CC I ) CCR 
TABLE 15. (Continued). 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
18 
21 
301 
33 
1)6 
201 
FACCRF(Kel)=FACCRF{K 
~ 114CWORTH 
CON T I NUE 
CC 77 M=1 sN 
IF(M ~ GT ~ KPRIKT) GC TQ 21 
QO 16 Keels hCC)s 
WRI TE(6 
~ 30 1 ) 
FORlslAT( I e FROM CD VR CURRE)s AC ~ LOSS AC ~ PURCH AC ~ TOTAL PeWORTH TO WTAL ~ FW TPW/SALVA' ) 
CDTCAP{K)=0 
00 16 I=M ~ N 
IsUSE= I M+ I 
gAPE=APE NUEF 
IF ( NAPE eLE ~ 0 ))sAP E= 77 
PI&(K ~ I )=SPPWF(l ) 4(FAC(K sM)+ACL(K 
~ I ) ) IF( I ~ EDAM)GO TO 33 
NKes I I 
TPW(K ~ I ) =PW( K el )+TP 8( K ~ NK ) 
TPW'WSA(K 
~ I )=TPW (K ~ I ) APACCRF(KeM ) s)USPWF {NAPE)4SPPWF( I ) ( VALUE(K ~ NUS 4E ) 4 ( 1 ~ +C I NFL I ) sls 4 I R E Ie Q V E { K ~ I ) ) 4 5 P F W F { I ) 
GQ TO 116 
TPV{K 
~ 1)=PW(Kel) 
TPWWSA(K 
~ I ) =TPW (K ~ I ) +FACCRF {KsM) 4USPWF{ NAPE )ASPPWF( I ) (VALUE(Ke NUS 4E)4{1 ~ +CINFLI)4&1 RFMOVE{K 
~ 11)45PPWF(I) 
CCNTI)sLF 
TAC(K s I )=PAC{ K sM) +ACL(K s I ) 
IF(M ~ GT ~ NPR INT ) CC TQ 16 
VsRI TF ( C ~ 201) )s ~ K ~ I 
~ CURREK { I ) ~ ACL (K ~ I ), PAC(K ~ M ) ~ TAC(K ~ I ) ~ PW(K 
~ I ) ~ TPW 4(Ks I ) s TFlaWSA(K 
~ I ) 
FCRMAT(' ' 
~ 13 2X ~ 12 13 ~ 2X ~ FS 0 Fe ~ 0 ~ 2X ~ F6 ~ 0 1X, F9, 0 ~ Fe ~ C F9 ~ 0 ~ F10 40) 
TABLE ], 5. (Continued). 
Cl 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
I 07 
108 
16 
102 
471 
473 
470 
37 
39 
C C)s T I'VE 
IF(M tsE ~ I ) GC TC 17 
WRITE(6 ~ 102) 
FORMAT (s I s ~ 40X ~ ' L IST CF OPT I MUM CON CU CTQR 5 W/0 REPL ACE MEMTS FROM Y WEAR I TO YEAR X s/' ~ 
~ 60Xs'CASE 4 I ( KO REPLACEMENTS ) '/' os ~ 30X ~ ' YEA 4R X sEX CURRENT(AMPS)' 2X ~ CONOUCTQR W ACSR(MCM) 
~ 6X TOTAL COS 4T 8/MILE (PSTslsCRTH) ~ ) 
NCAP=O 
DC 25 I=M 
~ h 
K=I 
IF ( QLCCCT ~ NE ~ C ~ DNC ~ M ~ EQ ~ I )GQ TQ 7 CC)sTIhLE 
IF{K ~ CT ~ NCON)GO TC IE2 
IF(COJCAP(K) 
~ EC ~ I ) GO TQ 473 
IF{CL'RCAP(K) 
~ &E ~ CLFREK{I) )GC TO 470 
CCTCAP {K )= I 
K=K+ I 
NCAP=NCAP+ I 
GC TC 471 
K PL L 5 I =K+ I 
TPWM IN( M s( )=TPW( K ~ I ) 
TPW)sI=TPWWSA{(c 
~ I) 
Nh( M ~ I )=K 
IF (K PL(i 5 1 ~ CT ~ NC CN ) GO TC 67 
GC TC 3S. 
Nts( M 
~ I )=QLDCO I 
TPlaMIh(M 
~ I )=TFW (CLCCOT I ) 
GO TQ 27 
OC 24 K=KPLUSlsNCCK 
IF(CURCAP( K) ~ LT ~ CURRFK( I) )GO TQ 8? IF( TPWWSA( K ' I) ~ GF ~ TPWMI)GO TC 28 
TABLE i5. (Continued). 
I 09 
110 
I I I 
112 
113 
114 
1(5 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
82 
28 
67 
27 
101 
25 
77 
89 
99 
TPWMIN{Mel )=TPW(K 
~ I) 
Nh( M ~ I ) =K 
TPWM I= TPWWSA ( K ~ I ) 
GC TC 28 
NCAP=NC AP+ I 
CCTCAP (K )ec I 
C C K T I Ie L E 
IF( NCAP ~ EO ~ NCCN ) GC TC 162 
C Ch T I )eUE 
IF(M ~ NF ~ I) GC TC 25 
WRITF16 
~ 101 )IeCURPEN( I) ~ NN(Ml 
~ I) ~ CCNDUC(NN(M 
~ I) )e TPWI IIe(h el) FORMAT{ Oe e30X ~ 14 ~ EX ~ F9 ~ 2 ~ 8X ~ I? ~ FXeF7 ~ 2 ~ 15X ~ F12 ?) 
CONT INLE 
C CRT I NUF. 
NCD T c= I 
F INM IN(N )= TPWMI )r( I ~ Ie ) 
DG 91 I = NCDTS e )r IMUS I 
I PLUc 1=1+ I 
IF(NCCTS ~ F{) ~ I )GO TO 
SALKET=( VALUE(NN ()ehL (IeCDTS 
~ I )+I ~ I ) ~ I IeNL(NCDTS 
~ I ) ) 4( I ~ +CINFL I )44( I 4)~REMOVF(NN{lerNL( NCDTS 
~ 
I )+ I ~ I ) ~ I ) ) 4SFPlaF( I ) 
GC TC 48 
F I NM IN ( I ) = TF ia)r( h ( I e I ) 
L= I+NVRSUP 
SALKET=( VALUF (NIe(I I ) L ) 4 (I, AC(NFL I ) 44(L) RFMOVF(NN ( I ~ I ) I ) ) ASPPWF {r ( I ) 
FACC(leCDTS e I lcPACCFF(NIe{ I e I ) e I ) 
DO 91 NF INAL= IPLUc( 
~ I 
NVLFFT=APE ( I+NYRSUP ) IF{ NCDTS ~ NF ~ ) )IeVLFFT=APF ( I KNL (NCDTS 
~ I ) ) 
TABLZ 15 ~ (Continued) ~ 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
91 
160 
145 
146 150 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
4 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
93 
92 
162 'I 51 
IF(NVLEFTcLE ~ C)NVLEF 1=77 TWIN( 
I cNF INAL )= F tkM IN( I )+TPWM tN( (PLUS I, NF tNAL )+PACD (NCD TS, I ) 4 SPPWF 4( I ) WVSPWF(kVLEF I ) 
7 M( k( I ~ NF I NAL )ic TM lk( I ~ NF INAL ) SALNE T 
CCNT I k(. E 
KNCDT 5-NCDT c+ I 
IF(Kh(CTS ~ (ED 6)CC TC 7 
'WR I TF f 6 ~ 160) K kCD Tc ckC 0 1 5 
FCRMAT( c I c c cCOST F(EURES FOR THE RFST ' ~ 12 ~ ~ CONDVCTOR COMB IkATI ON Wl TH ~ 12 c REPLACEMENTS / ~ ~ ~ 7 ABLE IND ICAT ES 1 OF YEARS IN THE WF IRST PER IOD c THE VEAP DF REPLACEMENT ~ /I c 
~ 
I Ako THE CON CUCTOR T 0 8 4E USED FROM TFEk VF TO THE LAST YEAR ~ ' ) WRITE(C 
~ 150) 
FORMAT( ~ 0 ~ YEARS IN I PERIOD RPLMENT YEAR LAST YR CDTW ACSR( M 4CM) TCTAL CCcT P1~ ) 
DO 92 NF INAL=KNCDTcck 
tcNCDTS 
'ITMIN(NFINAL)= TWIN( I ~ kF IKAL) 
NKL( KNCDTS cNF I MAL ) = I 
IPLVc) el+I 
NC(KNCDTS ~ NF lkAL ) ckk ( I PLUS1, kF IkAL ) 
MF I k AL=NF lk AL I 
DC 93 I kCC1c ~ MF I), AL 
IF( TMIN( I ~ NF INAL ) ~ GE ~ TT MIN( NF INAL ) ) Gc TO 93 TTMIk(kF INAL )c TX I k( I ~ kF INAL ) 
NKL(KNCDTS kF IKAL)=I 
I FLUE 1=1+ 1 
kC ( KKCDTc ckF I X AL ) ck k ( I FLUS 1 ~ kF Ik AL ) 
CONT INUE 
WRITE(6» 
15 1 )kkj (KKCDTS ~ kf INAL ) ~ tPLUS I ~NFINAL ~ NC( KNCDTS 
~ kFINAL) cCON WDUC( NC(KkCDTc ek'F I) AL ) ) ~ TT)ilk (kf IkAL) 
FORMAT( ~ ' ceX c12 ~ 14X ~ 12 
~ 
SX ~ I c ~ 6X ~ I 2 ~ 4X ~ F7 ~ 2 ~ 3X cF12 ~ 2) 
TABLE T5. (Continued ~ ) 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
I 75 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
) EE 
186 
187 
188 
les 
122 
190 
132 
111 
131 
140 
161 
71 
162 
72 
DG 122 NFI)«AL=K)CDTS«N 
PACO(KNCDT 8 ~ NF I NAL ) =PACCRF( NN ( NhL ( KhCDTS ~ NF I hAL )+1 «hF lh AL ) ~ NF INAL ) 
W R I T E ( 6 ~ I 9 0 ) K h' C 0 T S ~ N C D T S 
FORMAT( I ~ ~ CCWFAPATI VE RESULTS FCR THF CASE STUDY QF ~ 
~ 12 ~ ~ CONDU ACTORS /' «12 ~ ~ REPLACFMEhTS ~ / ~ 0 ~ « ~ TARLF SHOeS FCQNQMIC CHCICF WITH ARFSPECT TO FREY ICUS CASE, '/' ~ 
~ 10X« ~ NUMEER QF YFARS MOST ECQNOM 41 C CASE TOTAL CC ST / ««« I TX ««CChQUCTQR STUDY hUMEFR // NTPWMI=O 
PQ 140 )F(hAL K) CDTS h 
TM IN I= T)'MIN( NF I NA L ) IF(FI h&1 h( hF I) AL ) ~ GE ~ T N IN I ) GC TQ 11 1 
NTPWMI=NTPWMI+I 
WRITE(6 
~ 132)NFlhAL«NCDTS 
~ FINMIN(NF IhA) ) 
FORMAT( 
~ 17X ~ 12 «18X «12 ~ Fl 0 ~ 2 ) F INM IN( NF I NAL }=T Ml h I 
IF(NTFWMI ~ EG ~ (N KhCCTS+I) ) GC TQ 161 
GC TQ 140 
F IhMIh(NF I hAL )= TM Ih I 
WRI TE(C «131) hFI hAL 
~ KhCDTS &F 1 hMIN (hFIhAL) 
FORMAT( «««17X 
~ 12«18X ~ 12 ~ Fl0 ~ 2) CC) T lhUF 
NCD T 8 =NCDT 8+ 1 
cc Tc es 
WR)TF(6«71)h 
FORMAT( ™'« ~ IT I hQT laQRTH TQ AQQ AhY MORE CChCUCTCRS IN A ' ~ l2 WYFARS CP LESS') 
GC TC 73 
WRITF(6 
~ 72) ( 
F CPM AT ( 
~ CURR FhT AT YF AR ~ 
~ 
'I 2, ~ EXCEED'S CURRENT CARRYING CAP AC ( ATY OF ALL CChtUCTCRS ') 
STCP 
Eho 
TABLE 15. (Continued). 
115 
VI TA 
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